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Knife Cuts
1. Knife Cuts: Why is consistency important?

Even cooking: items all cut the same size cook evenly and consistently. 

● Large pieces of vegetables take longer to cook than smaller ones. So if 

you're sautéing carrots that are cut to different sizes and shapes, you'll 

either overcook the smaller pieces by the time the bigger ones are done, or 

you'll cook the smaller pieces properly but leave the bigger ones 

undercooked. 

● Consistent cutting technique ensures your food is cooked to a uniform 

degree of doneness.

http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/dryheatcooking/a/sauteing.htm


Knife Cuts

Eye appeal it’s the “art” part of the “culinary arts”. Sloppy knife work 

makes for a sloppy looking dish.

Knife skills are one of the more important skills that employers tell me 

they look for in recent culinary graduates. Knife skills are highly stressed 

throughout the entire program.

Universal language No matter what kitchen you work in, or what part of 

the country or world, when the chef says, “Cut 3# of potatoes medium 

dice”, you would know he asked for ½” cubes. 



Knife Cuts
So let’s talk about the different knife cuts:

○ Fine julienne: 1/16” square x 2” long

○ Regular (or just) Julienne: ⅛” square x 2” long (also called allumette)

○ Batonnet: ¼” square x 2 ½” long

○ Fine brunoise: 1/16’ cube

○ Regular brunoise: 1/8’ cube

○ Small dice: ¼” cube

○ Medium dice: ½” cube

○ Large dice: ¾” cube

○ Paysanne: ½” square x ¼” thick (simple style, peasant)

○ Tourne- French for “Turn” 7 sides approx 2” long. Think football or small barrel





Knife Cuts
Tomato Concasse: Fresh tomatoes that are blanched, shocked, peeled, seeded and 

diced.

Technique

1. Score X in bottom

2. Core top

3. Blanch in boiling water 15 seconds

4. Shock in ice water

5. Using a paring knife, remove skin from X

6. Cut in half crosswise, squeeze out seeds

7. Rough chop, or FILET for finer dice





Seasonings: Herbs
Herbs (p. 178) -The leaves of aromatic plants used primarily to add flavor to 

foods.

More and more Chefs and restaurants are growing their own herbs. Most herbs are fairly 

easy to grow and maintain. 

● Visually inspect your herbs. 

● Store in a cool place, can be wrapped in a damp paper towel, or stored in water. 

● Aroma is always a good indicator of quality in both fresh and dry herbs. 

● Fresh herbs should be fabricated and used as close to use as possible

Herbs are also very decorative, and many restaurants with outdoor patios and seating areas will 

use them for decor and kitchen use.



Seasonings: Herbs

● Delicate fresh herbs such as basil, parsley, chives, 

and dill are generally added at the end of cooking to 

maximize their flavor impact.

● Heartier, or resinous herbs: like thyme, oregano and 

rosemary can be added earlier in the cooking process 

to allow their flavors to completely infuse.



Delicate Herbs



Heartier Herbs



Seasonings: Herbs
If you want the herb to contribute a rounded background flavor, add a sprig at the 

beginning of cooking and remove before serving: good for stews, soups and 

braise

● Deep-fry herb leaves for an elegant, crunchy garnish.

● Search out herb blossoms in season. sprinkled on a cold vichyssoise, 

seasonal salad garnish, tossed with fresh pasta; be cautious as some herb 

blossoms can be bitter



Seasonings: Herbs

● Dried herbs can be substituted for fresh herbs at a ratio of 1 to 3.

● Cut fresh herbs only with sharp knife or they will bruise

● Uses for fresh herbs: pesto, marinades, infused oils and vinegars, 

flavoring, finishing, garnishing



Seasonings: Spices

Spices (p. 222, 362)-are aromatics produced primarily from the bark, 

berries, seeds, and dried fruits of plants.

● They are available whole, ground or as blends. Whole spices generally 

keep longer than ground.

● They should be stored in a sealed container away from heat.

● Best results are to purchase whole spices and grind them just before use.

● Intensify flavor of spices by dry roasting or toasting them before use 

or grinding from whole.





Seasonings: Spices

● Many spices, since they are dried, can be added at the 

beginning of cooking since heat and moisture are needed to 

release their essential oils. 

● Be careful when using spices as they have intense flavors 

and essential oils that can over power with flavor if used in 

large quantities.

It is always best to season with caution, you can always add 

more and adjust the seasoning during the cooking process.



Seasonings: Spices

Spices are often combined to create blends. 

● Curry powder-blend of ground spices, can include cardamom, chiles, cinnamon, cloves, 

coriander, cumin, dried chiles, fennel, mace, nutmeg

○ Not all variations of curry powder contain the same ingredients. Different curries can be mild 

or very hot and spicy. Curry powder is used in India, Africa, Jamaica, Malaysia and China.

○ “Masala” is a term term used in South Asian cuisines to describe dry spice mixture

○ Sometimes you will see “Garam” used before Masala, Garam means hot. 

○ A typical Garam Masala could include cardamom, cinnamon, cloves, cumin, black pepper,  

coriander



Seasonings: Spices

● Chili powder-blend of ground spices with dried chiles as the base. Can include 

coriander, garlic, and oregano. Degree of spiciness can change with variety of 

chile

● Chinese Five Spice-Popular in chinese cuisine includes equal parts szechuan 

peppercorns (not a pepper, a dried berry from prickly ash tree, creates unique 

numbing sensation on tongue) star anise, cinnamon, cloves, fennel

● Dry rub (or dry marinade) used to coat food before cooking. Imparts flavor, can 

create a crust: smoking, roasting, grilling, ect



Seasonings: Salt 

Salt and Pepper

● Quite possibly the most important and basic seasoning we use in the kitchen. 

○ The pairing of salt and pepper dates to seventeenth-century French 

cuisine, which considered pepper the only spice (as distinct from herbs

such as fines herbes) which did not overpower the true taste of food. 

● Salt and pepper added before cooking bring out the inherent flavors in foods. 

● If salt and pepper are added after the cooking is complete, the salt and pepper 

may take on too much significance on the finished dishes flavor.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_cuisine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herb
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fines_herbes


Seasonings: Salt
● Braising: you will hear over and over to season, then sear and cover with a 

thickened liquid, etc.

● Grilling or searing protein: You will always be asked, did you season the item first? It 

will become second nature and you will begin to season items before you start the 

cooking process.

● We always apply salt and pepper separately. You may see salt and pepper blends in 

kitchens, often referred to as “calico” seasoning.

Why is it important to season salt and pepper separately? -CONTROL of seasoning, 

consistency





Seasonings: Salt

Types of Salt (p. 226)

Kosher: the most commonly used in everyday cooking. 

● Neutral flavor, Flaky coarse grains that adhere better to product, iodine free, 

developed originally for preparations of kosher meats. Multi purpose for cooking, 

canning, pickling. Easy to use, control by the shape and size.

● Kosher food is food prepared in accordance with Jewish Dietary Laws. Pork, 

rabbit, catfish, sturgeon, and shellfish are non-kosher.

● Other species of meat and fowl must be slaughtered in a prescribed manner to 

be kosher. Meat and dairy products may not be made or consumed together.

http://kosherfood.about.com/od/judaismsdietarylaws/
http://kosherfood.about.com/od/judaismsdietarylaws/


Seasonings: Salt
Iodized: Table salt fortified with iodine, nutrient supplement to regulate the thyroid. 

● It can impart a bitter/metallic taste and may react with certain foods. Dissolves better and 

therefore is used primarily in baking: breads, cakes and other baked goods. 

● The flavor of iodized salts in breads and baked goods is beneficial.

Rock Salt: Very coarse, inexpensive. Used commonly as a bed for displaying shellfish, oysters 

on the half shell.   

Sea Salt: Thin, flaky layers produced from evaporated sea water. Contains trace minerals, 

intense flavor. 

● Flavor and texture enhancer, used for finishing. Do not use for pickling, canning or baking.



Seasonings: Salt
Fleur de sel ("flower of salt")  is a hand-harvested sea salt collected by  scraping only the top 

layer of salt before it sinks to the bottom of large salt pans.  

● Traditional French fleur de sel is collected off the coast of Brittany.

● Salts from Korea and France are pinkish gray, some from India are black. 

● Black and red salts from Hawaii may even have powdered black lava and baked red clay 

added in.  

Pickling/Canning: Similar to table salt, contains no additives. Will clump when exposed to 

moisture. Provides a pure taste and will not cloud during pickling/canning, when it is most 

commonly used.

Flavored salts: Mainly used as finishing salts. Examples include truffle salts, citrus salts, 

coffee salts, can be made and used in the kitchen to finish and enhance dishes.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_salt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salt_evaporation_pond
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brittany


Seasonings: Salt 
Table Salt: Sodium chloride. Table salt is a form of salt that is designed to be used in cooking 

and at the table. 

● The salt crystals are processed to remove any impurities that may be present and allowed 

to recrystallize. This process gives the salt a white to clear color, and allows the crystals to 

reform in very regular shapes. 

● During processing, the salt may be iodized, meaning that iodine is added, and it can also 

be treated with anti caking agents to prevent it from clumping.

MSG: Monosodium glutamate is derived from an amino acid called glutamic acid, which 

occurs naturally in foods such as mushrooms, aged parmesan cheese and fermented soybean 

products like soy sauce.  

● Intensifies the flavor of savory food. Used primarily in processed foods. 

● Some people find that consuming MSG in food can trigger side effects and symptoms 

including headaches, nausea and others.

http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-iodine.htm


Seasonings: Salt

Curing Salts: 93.75% table salt and 6.25% sodium nitrite, usually dyed pink to 

differentiate from regular salt. 

● Used in curing meats and fish. Nitrites kill bacteria, most notably the one 

responsible for botulism. 

● They help preserve the pink color we associate with meats and retard the 

rancid flavors in fat. 

● Nitrites also add flavor to cured meats.

Nitrates are used for longer cures, and are essentially time release that turn 

into nitrites over time. Nitrates do nothing beneficial until they turn into nitrites.





Seasonings: Pepper
Types of Pepper (p. 227)

Black peppercorns: Dried, dark shriveled berry. Picked unripe and allowed to dry. Very strong 

peppery flavor. Most common of all peppers. 

● Available whole peppercorns and ground in various size grinds. Used whole in many 

aspects of cooking as well as ground for seasoning.

White Pepper: Ripened peppercorn with exterior skin removed. Mild flavor with flowery aroma. 

Used mainly to season light colored sauces, potatoes, etc. 

● Use sparingly, can easily overpower a dish if used too much.

Green peppercorns: soft, ripened berry that is mild. Usually found in a brine or freeze dried.



Seasonings: Pepper
Pink peppercorns: Not a true peppercorn, they come from the dried berry of the 

Peruvian pepper tree. 

● Named so because they resemble shape and size of peppercorn. 

● Pungent, soft, citrusy  and slightly sweet. 

● Pair well with meat and fish, desserts, fruit (strawberries, cream), citrus, pork, panna 

cotta, cantaloupe

Szechwan peppercorns-dried berry of the prickly ash tree, not a pepper, creates unique 

numbing sensation on tongue. 

● Popular in cuisines of China’s Szechwan and Hunan province. Also used in Chinese 

five spice as we talked about earlier.





Understanding Flavor Principles

The food revolution in the United States has helped breed a more sophisticated 

consumer and added pressure on restaurateurs to deliver more authentic foods. 

● But before you add new globally influenced items to your menu, getting to understand the 

flavor principles of a cuisine or region is important.

● Defining ingredients within a cuisine as a way of better understanding the foundations and 

constructions of various dishes.

● When those defining ingredients are combined a familiar flavor is achieved that is 

recognizable as that particular cuisine.



Understanding Flavor Principles

Most cuisines have several common ingredients that take lead roles in 

their cooking.

● In Chinese cuisine, for instance, a mixture of soy sauce, rice wine and 

ginger would have a “Chinese taste.”

● The big three in Mediterranean cuisines are wheat, olives and grapes.

● Thai cuisine they are fish sauce, lime and chilies. 



Understanding Flavor Principles
Chefs must know how to combine certain ingredients to make a Chinese or a French dish 

before they can improvise authentic versions on their own.

The Categories

To begin identifying a cuisine’s defining ingredients, you should think in terms of categories:

1. Aromatics

2. Fats 

3. Liquids 

4. Pastes 

5. Herbs & spices

6. Acids, and sweeteners or compound seasonings such as ketchup, Worcestershire or hoisin 

sauce.



Aromatics
Aromatics lay the foundation of flavor as they are often used as a start for most dishes. 

● In China, the aromatic base is ginger, garlic and scallions. This aromatic combination is 

usually the base for the wide variety of stir-fry dishes we see in that country’s cuisine.

● In the West, the combination of onions, carrots and celery, otherwise known as 

“mirepoix,” is often the base for stews, braises, soups and in the flavor development of 

our classical French sauces.

● Sometimes aromatics are added at the end of the cooking process to preserve the vivid 

aroma, such as in Thai cuisine which adds crushed lemongrass stalks or kaffir lime 

leaves at the end of cooking a curry.

○ This is also similar to how fresh basil is added right before the pasta is tossed in a 

fresh Italian tomato sauce.



Fats and Liquids
Fats: It could be animal fats such as the rendered fat of pigs or lard used in Mexican cuisines, or it 

could be plant-based oils such as olive oil used in Italy and Greece, mustard oil used in North Indian 

cuisines or ghee (clarified butter) which is used throughout the whole of India. 

● Dairy items like cream not only add flavor but can be used as a thickener.

Liquids: Can be used as a cooking medium or as a seasoning.

● Stocks and broths are a foundation in many cooking techniques and cuisines.

● In Asia they often rely more on concentrated forms of protein-based liquids such as fish sauce 

and soy sauce.

● A dish’s flavor can be impacted by other liquids, such as alcohol-laced flavoring like wine, vodka 

or beer. Sometimes they are the essential ingredient that is a trademark of that dish—what 

would the French Coq au Vin be without copious amounts of red wine? 



Acidity and Sweet

Acidic flavor: Attributes are added by vinegars, citrus or even fruit such as tamarind. 

● In China, rice vinegar is most common while the French rely on grape-wine-based vinegars—each 

lends colors, flavors and different levels of acidity to the dish.

Sweet- Balanced dishes have the acidic taste balanced by some type of sweetener. You will hear over 

and over again... “Is the dish is balanced?”

● The source for sweetness comes from a variety of different ingredients and choosing a particular 

ingredient to sweeten a dish will change the character of the dish. 

● For example, you can choose tamarind if you wanted to have a sweet/sour note or you could use 

palm sugar, which would give the dish a more muted sweetness.

● Chutney is the perfect example of the balance of sweet and acidic.



Herbs and Spices

Herbs and Spices

As we discussed earlier, spices can be made from bark, seeds, buds, fruit, stems or 

roots, add definite flavor, aroma and color to a dish (e.g., saffron, turmeric, pepper). 

Herbs are the leaves of aromatic plants used primarily to add flavor to foods.

● Herbs are sometimes used as a garnish or flavoring or, as in pesto, used as the 

primary thickener. In fact, as one moves closer to the equator you see an 

increased use of herbs and spices. 



Compound Seasonings
Compound Seasonings: Used to shorten the preparation process, ingredients are combined 

to create flavorful mixtures. 

● Thai curry pastes

● Chili pastes-Sriracha, Sambal

● Ketchup (ripe tomatoes, distilled vinegar, sugar, onion, garlic)

● Worcestershire (consists of anchovies layered in brine, tamarinds in molasses, garlic in 

vinegar, chilies, cloves, shallots, and sugar)

● Hoisin sauce (Hoisin sauce is made from soybean paste, garlic, chilies, and various spices, 

and can contain sugar and vinegar)

● Oyster sauce (sugar, salt and water thickened with cornstarch, flavored with a little oyster 

essence or extract and some versions may be darkened with caramel, (though high quality 

oyster sauce is naturally dark)

http://homecooking.about.com/od/seafood/a/anchovytips.htm
http://homecooking.about.com/od/specificfood/a/molassestips.htm
http://homecooking.about.com/od/howtocookvegetables/a/garliccooktips.htm
http://homecooking.about.com/cs/vegetables/a/shallots.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornstarch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extract
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caramel_color


Dry Heat Cooking Methods
Food is cooked either by direct application of radiant heat (grilling and broiling) 

or by indirect heat in an oven (roasting/baking).

Heat Transfer

Conduction Cooking: Conduction is the direct transfer of heat between adjacent 

molecules. 

● Conduction is a method of heat transfer where a piece of food is heated through 

direct contact with a hotter object like a saute pan.

http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/cookingmethods/a/heattransfer.htm


Dry Heat Cooking Methods

Convection: is the transfer of heat through gases, air or liquids.

Mechanical convection occurs when stirring, or a fan is used to equalize heat 

distribution. 

● When you stir a thick sauce to heat it faster and keep it from scorching on the bottom 

of the pan, you are creating mechanical convection. 

● Convection ovens use a fan to rapidly circulate hot air, allowing them to cook foods 

more quickly and evenly than conventional ovens. 



Dry Heat Cooking Methods

Radiation is the transfer of energy through waves of electromagnetic energy 

that travel rapidly through space.

Sources of infrared radiation include the glowing coals of a charcoal grill or 

the glowing coils of an electric toaster, broiler, microwave



Dry Heat Cooking Methods

Induction cooking: cooking method that transfers heat through a specially 

designed cooktop made of a smooth ceramic material over an induction coil. 

● The induction coil creates a magnetic current that causes a metal pan on 

the cooktop to heat up quickly, yet the cooktop itself remains cool. Heat is 

then transferred to the food in the pan through conduction.

● Cookware used for induction cooking must be flat on the bottom for good 

contact with the cooktop, and it must be made of ferrous (iron containing) 

metals, such as cast iron, magnetic stainless steel, or enamel over steel. 

○ Cookware made of other materials will not heat up on these cooktops.



Induction Burner



Dry Heat Cooking Methods
Cooking Terms and Theories

Carry Over Cooking: When you remove a food from an oven, the food retains heat and continues 

to cook for several minutes after it has been removed from the heat source. 

● This process of the food continuing to cook is called carryover cooking. Its internal 

temperature can rise anywhere from 5 to 15 degrees. The larger the food, the more carryover 

or residual cooking you’ll have.

Rest Item After Cooking: If you slice cooked meats immediately, you lose the juices because they 

haven’t had a chance to redistribute themselves throughout the food, which happens when they 

have a few minutes to rest. The bigger the piece of meat or poultry, the longer this takes. Rest a 

steak for 5 minutes, a large roast for 15-20.



Dry Heat Cooking Methods

Presentation side down first: Be aware that the side you put down in the pan 

or grill first will look the best, so ALWAYS place the food  presentation side 

down.

General Guidelines for Testing Doneness in meats:

-Insta read thermometer

-The way it smells, as food nears doneness the smells change

-The way it feels: Rare is softer

-The way it looks, color changes, shrinkage/cooking loss, color of 

juices





Grilling

Benefits of Grilling:

● The use of high heat quickly sears, rendering fat and building 

flavor.

● Creates a very desirable smoky, charred flavor characteristic.

● Is a healthy alternative, using little to no fat. As we will discuss 

later, grilled items are usually very lean.

● A very versatile method that can be used on a variety of products: 

meats, seafood, vegetables, fruits, and breads.



Grilling

Uses radiant heat, how does radiant heat work?

● Shiny or light colored surfaces, like fish skin, tend to reflect and scatter 

most of the incoming infrared radiation, absorbing only a small fraction of 

the radiant energy, thus heating slowly.

● Dark surfaces heat quickly because they scatter less radiation and absorb 

most of the incoming energy. This can happen very quickly to many foods 

as they change from light to dark during the cooking process.

Think about toasting a marshmallow, and how it can stay white for quite some 

time, even after being right next to the campfire. But it will go from light toasty 

brown to black in a matter of seconds.



Characteristics of Grilled Items

● Even thickness: Ensures the item will cook evenly.

● Correct thickness: Too thick and the item will char or burn on the

outside before the inside is finished cooking.

● Surface area: If too small the item will be affected by the high heat. A        

larger surface area allows for more absorption of radiant heat, ensuring even 

cooking.

● When using meats, choose cuts of meat that are naturally tender and portion 

sized. Meats should be well marbled with fat content.

● Lean and delicate items must be handled carefully, may need to be brushed 

with oil in order to facilitate even cooking.



Seasoning, Brining and Marinating

Seasoning

● Foods are always seasoned before going onto the grill, especially salt and pepper. Allows the 

seasoning to adhere efficiently.

● Finishing salt can be added to items after cooking, especially if they are sliced.

Brining

Modifies proteins in meat so it holds more water or brine.

Has many benefits for grilled items:

● Increases moisture content in lean meats.

● Produces a final product that is moist and juicy.

● Adds additional flavor profiles to brined foods: Cider, beer, herbs, spices, etc.



Seasoning, Brining and Marinating

Marinating

Adds additional flavor and tenderness to meats by use of salt and an acidic 

ingredient. Acids react with proteins in food (denature) creating a more tender 

texture.

● Marinades can be made with a variety of ingredients.

● Don’t leave food products in a marinade for too long, the acidic component 

will “denature” the proteins.

● Always wipe off excess marinade from the food product before placing on 

the grill. Reduces flare-ups and undesired flavor characteristics.



The Grill and Heat Zones
● All grills have different heat zones. These are areas on the grill’s surface 

that have varying degrees of heat intensity, depending on a specific 

location.  

● Important to find the “sweet spot”, the area in which the food will cook the 

most evenly, where the radiant heat is the most consistent.

● Also take into consideration the thickness of your food product and how 

long it will take to cook.



Grilling Procedure

1. Ensure grill surface is clean and free of debris. Have a 

grill brush handy.

2. May choose to “season” the grill surface with some oil 

to prevent lean food from sticking.

3. Always season food before placing on grill.

4. Place item on grill, presentation side down.



Grill Marks
● Another benefit of grilling is the visual appeal perfectly applied grill marks 

add to an item.

● Food is turned approximately 90° one quarter of the way through the 

cooking process on one side.

● Think about using the face of a clock as a guide:

○ Place the food on the grill angling towards 10 o’clock, cook one 

quarter of the way, and then rotate the food facing the direction of 2 

o’clock.





Grilling: Plating and Presentation

● Ensuring the item has rested properly will keep unwanted juices from 

running onto the plate.

● Many grilled items are accompanied by sauces, coulis or chutneys. Take 

care not to cover your perfect grill marks when finishing with a sauce.

● If plating an item with a bone or fat cap, always remember to present so 

the bone or fat cap faces away from the customer.





Grilling versus Broiling

What’s the difference?
● Grilling: Cooks food with radiant heat from a source located below the item

● Broiling: uses a radiant heat source located above the food rather than below it.

● Common piece of equipment used for broiling is called a “Salamander” (a reference to 

this amphibian’s mythical connection with flames)

● Remember……..Cooking with radiant heat goes slowly at first because most of the 

incoming energy is reflected. As browning occurs, the surface rapidly soaks up 

more of the heat rays, and the increase in temperature accelerates dramatically.





Roasting
Cooking by indirect heat in an oven, cooked through contact with dry heated air held in a closed 

environment. As the item heats, the natural juices turn to steam and penetrate the food more 

deeply. Rendered juices can be made into sauces.

● Cooking method can be used for a variety of cuts, and sizes of meat

● Try to choose tender meats with natural fat marbling.

● Layer of fat helps to naturally baste item as it cooks

LARD: Insert small strips of pork fat back into naturally lean meats

● done using a larding needle

BARD: cover naturally lean item with fat to help baste as cooks

● usually tied with butcher twine



Roasting

Two benefits to low temperature roasting:

1. Less moisture loss

2. More tender product



Roasting

● Choose shallow roasting pan, low sides to allow for air circulation

● Item may be placed on rack or aromatics

● Some items may be seared to develop flavor and color

● Larger items may need to be tied to compact and ensure even 

cooking

● Check doneness: Thermometer

● Oven temperatures and techniques depend upon items to be 

cooked



Roasting

Remember…..Carry Over Cooking: When you remove food from a 

heat source after cooking, the food retains heat and can continue to 

cook for a specific period of time. This process is called carryover 

cooking.

Rest After Cooking: Allowing the meat's natural juices time to 

redistribute themselves throughout the item immediately after the 

cooking process. This happens when meat is given a few minutes to 

rest. The bigger the piece of meat or poultry, the longer this takes. This 

is essential if you are slicing the item for plating or presentation. 



Roasting Procedure

Roasting Method:

1) Tie/truss if necessary (barding or larding)

2) Season

3) Sear in hot oven or direct heat (develops more flavor on exterior of crust)

4) Elevate item in pan-roasting rack or mirepoix/aromatics

5) Roast uncovered to desired temp

6) REST



Dry Heat Cooking

With Fats and Oils



Sauteing
Saute means “To jump”

● High heat, small amount of fat.

● Item is cooked from direct heat of pan.

● Sauté pans have a wide flat base and low sides, to maximize the surface area available for 

heating. The low sides allow quick evaporation and escape of steam.

● High heat keeps item from releasing and cooking in its own juices, essentially stewing and 

not browning.

● Do not overcrowd pan, will cause temperature of pan to drop, thus causing item to release 

its own juices.

● The tossing/flipping action exposes all sides of the food to the conductive heat of the pan, 

ensuring fast and even cooking.





Sauteing

The amount of oil in the pan is crucial:

● Too little fat and the heat concentrates in just a few spots on the food, causing very 

uneven cooking

● Proper amount of fat helps to coat the food and transfers the heat efficiently from the 

pan to the food

● Stir frying is an example of sauteing, high heat, thin pan, constant movement.

Items (other than meat) must be all uniformly cut to ensure even cooking. If using 

different items such as in a stir fry, add longer cooking time items first (i.e. raw 

carrots) and then add rest of ingredients in succession depending on cooking time.



Sauteing

● Most saute dishes include  a pan sauce made with the fond 

(foundation)

● When a piece of meat is roasted, pan fried or prepared in a pan 

with another form of dry heat, a deposit of browned/caramelized 

sugars, carbohydrates, and/or proteins forms on the bottom of the 

pan. That is flavor we want to build a sauce by deglazing

● Fond is also french word for stock

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roasting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frying


Sauteing

Saute Method:

1) Heat pan, add appropriate amount of fat (hot pan, cold oil)

2) Add item(s) keep moving to facilitate even cooking

3) Remove and finish in oven if needed

4) Deglaze pan with alcohol, vinegar, or stock. Add remaining sauce ingredients and 

reduce sauce

5) Return main item to pan to reheat in sauce if necessary.

Always add items to pan away from you so as not to splash oil onto your hand or 

someone else.



Pan Frying

● Amount of oil in pan needs to come up ½ to ⅔ the side of item

● Cooking temperature is less than saute

● Product is cooked by heat of oil instead of direct heat of pan

● Hot oil sears item locking in natural juices

● Object is to produce flavorful exterior with a crisp brown crust that acts as a 

barrier to the oil

● Pan fried food is usually portion size

● Again, choose items that are even thickness

● Do not crowd pan or temperature will drop too rapidly and food will cook unevenly



Pan Frying

● Exterior of Item is almost always coated whether it's dredged in seasoned flour, 

breaded, or dipped in a batter.

Standard Breading Procedure

1) Seasoned flour

2) Egg wash: usually whole eggs diluted with water or milk.

-2 oz liquid for every 2 eggs

-Can also use straight milk or buttermilk instead of egg wash

3) Breadcrumbs-can be dry or fresh, dried, panko

-Other coatings can include crackers, nuts, seeds

** Discard any flour, egg wash or bread crumbs, as they are now contaminated from raw meat.



Pan Frying

● Do not use saute pan, use straight sided pans, heavier gauge

● Temperature of oil should be 350 degrees

● Only turn food once, don't keep turning back and forth, even cooking

● If item is too thick it may need to be finished in the oven

● Serve immediately, never cover pan-fried item. It will steam and make 

the crust soggy.

● Sauce generally goes underneath to preserve crust



Deep Frying
● There can be some confusion as to why deep frying is a dry heat method rather than a 

moist heat method.

● No water is used in this process, thus it is considered a dry-cooking method.

● The food inside cooks by conduction or indirect heat, and becomes tender, moist, and 

steamed. The food cooks because the hot oil heats the water within the food, and steams it 

from the inside out.

● Food is cooked in enough oil to completely submerge the item

● Deep fry temperatures range from 325-375 degrees F

● Food is almost always coated with standard breading or batter to act as a barrier between 

the fat and food

● Also contributes texture and flavor



Deep Frying

Four enemies of deep fat frying

1. Heat-if oil is too hot, breaks down

2. Detergents/cleaners-can break down oil

3. Water-doesn't mix with hot oil

4. Food Particles- will break down and cause 

off flavor of oil



Moist Heat Cooking Methods

Rely on liquid and/or water vapor as the 

cooking medium



Steaming
Cooked surrounded by water vapor in a closed vessel or cooking 

environment. This can include a commercial steamer, perforated pan, or 

bamboo steamer.

● Steam surrounds the food providing an even moist environment for cooking

● Qualities of steamed food: Have clean and clear flavors

● Very rarely do steamed foods lose much original volume

● Healthy alternative, little to no fat is used

● Water is common liquid used, but can also use flavorful broth, stock, beer, 

wine, aromatics, herbs, citrus, ginger, garlic



Steaming

Cooking En Papillote: “In Paper”

● The main ingredient and accompaniments are placed in parchment paper. 

(Can also use foil, lettuce, banana leafs, ect)

● Include aromatics, vegetables, compound butters, wine, sauce.

● Bake in oven until paper is puffed and browned. Traditionally served 

tableside and opened in front of customer, aromatics are intense.





Poaching

● Foods are cooked with a combination of steam and simmering liquid. There 

are several different poaching methods: Shallow, Deep and Simmering.

Shallow Poaching: Foods are partially submerged in liquid and covered to poach/steam.

Bonne femme poaching method

1. Heat butter, smother aromatics (onions, garlic, fennel, ginger)

2. Add protein and poaching liquid, must have acid component, usually stock or fume

-bring to simmer, cover with oiled parchment paper.

-finish in oven or on stove top

3.     Remove protein and reduce/finish sauce



Poaching

Deep Poaching: Food is completely submerged in cooking liquid at a constant 

and moderate temperature. 160-180 degrees F. 

● Liquid is usually flavorful (acidic, aromatics)

● Generally suited for naturally tender cuts of meat, poultry or fish

Simmering: Food is completely submerged in flavorful cooking liquid and 

aromatics. 

● Better suited for tougher cuts of meat. 

● Temperature range of 180-205 degrees F



Braising

● Produces items that have a robust and hearty flavor

● Choose less tender and inexpensive cuts of meat

● Braising softens connective tissue and releases flavor into braising liquid.

● Braising liquid is usually turned into the sauce for the item



Braising
Technique

1) Season, sear, cover with a thickened liquid.

a) Cooking liquid consists of a rich stock

b) Wine may also be used to deglaze pan after searing

c) Tomato products can also be used for additional flavor, acid component, balance, and to 

assist in breaking down connective tissue

2) Amount of liquid added to braise should only cover ½-⅔ of the item.

3) Finish in the oven

4) Cook till FORK TENDER

● Aromatics are usually added for more flavor. Can be strained and removed, or pureed into the 

sauce. If aromatics will be the garnish, must be uniformly cut and added near end of braise for 

appropriate cooking time.



Stewing/Stews

● Often thought of as one pot meals

● Similar to braise, usually tough cuts of meat, but items are cut into bite 

sized pieces

● Meat needs to be trimmed of excess fat

● Sear meat, remove, add mirepoix or aromatics and sear

● Add back protein, thickened liquid and finish on stovetop or in oven



Product Identification

MEATS



Product Identification
● Can be purchased in a number of different forms.

● Many factors to consider when buying meat:

● Storage capacity, equipment required to fabricate, kitchen staffs ability to fabricate.

When talking about large animal carases: beef, veal, pork, lamb, the animal must be cut into 

manageable pieces. The industry has standards as to how every animal is broken down.

● SIDES: is a cut is down the length of the backbone  making two equal halves.

● QUARTERS: each side is cut into two pieces, dividing between specific vertebrae

● SADDLES: made by cutting the animal across the belly at a specific point



Beef Identification
**Beef carcass and sub primal handouts

Primal Cuts:

-Each side is cut into 8 primal cuts

-Primal cuts are further broken down into sub primals

-Sub primals are further broken down into portion cuts

With different muscles and different cooking techniques we consider  many factors:

● Size of muscle

● Well exercised/used

● Connective tissue

● Fat content



Beef Identification

Chuck: Moist Heat

● Consisting of parts of the neck, shoulder blade and upper arm, beef chuck is a tough cut 

of meat with a good deal of connective tissue. This makes it a good choice for making 

braised dishes like beef stew or pot roast.

● Because of its fat content, beef chuck is also excellent for making ground beef. There 

are also tender muscles in the chuck such as teres major and flat iron.

Brisket/foreshank: Moist heat

● Beef brisket is another tough cut frequently used for pot roast. Beef brisket is also used for 

making corned beef or pastrami.

http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/beefporkothermeats/r/Beef-Stew-Recipe.htm
http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/beefporkothermeats/r/Beef-Stew-Recipe.htm
http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/beefporkothermeats/r/beefpotroast.htm
http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/beefporkothermeats/ss/grindburg.htm
http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/beefporkothermeats/r/beefpotroast.htm
http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/beefporkothermeats/ht/How-To-Make-Corned-Beef.htm


Beef Identification

Plate/Short plate: Moist heat/dry heat 

● Also called the short plate, beef plate includes the short ribs and the skirt steak. 

● Beef plate contains a lot of cartilage, making it good for braising. 

● It's also used for making ground beef.

Flank: Dry heat/Moist heat

● Abdominal muscle, though often grilled, beef flank can be tough when prepared this way, 

which is why it is usually marinated first. 

● Beef flank is much better suited for braising or for making ground beef and the classic dish 

London broil.

http://americanfood.about.com/od/beefrecipes/r/Beef_Short_Ribs.htm
http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/moistheatcooking/ht/How-to-Braise-Meat.htm
http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/moistheatcooking/ht/How-to-Braise-Meat.htm
http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/beefporkothermeats/ss/grindburg.htm


Beef Identification
Rib: Dry heat

● The beef rib primal cut is used for the traditional standing rib roast (prime rib). It's also the 

source of the popular rib eye steak. We also get short ribs from this area. Very tender 

muscle, usually well marbled.

LOIN: Dry Heat

Includes the Short Loin and Sirloin

Short loin: Dry heat

● Beef short loin is where we get the strip loin (or NY strip) and the narrow part or tail of the 

tenderloin. Dry-heat cooking is best for the tender cuts from the short loin. Includes many of 

the most desirable cuts, including T-bone and Porterhouse steaks

http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/glossary/g/What-Is-Prime-Rib.htm


Beef Identification
Sirloin: Dry heat

● Includes tenderloin butt end, top sirloin butt (top sirloin cap or coulotte and top sirloin, 

bottom sirloin (ball tip (steaks), tri-tip and flap meat)

● Tenderloin muscle is included in both the short loin and sirloin

Round- Moist heat/Dry heat

● Basically consists of the back leg of the steer. The round is a fairly lean cut, but also tough, 

since the leg muscle gets a lot of exercise. 

● Beef round is best prepared using moist-heat, i.e.-braising and stewing.

● Subprimal cuts taken from the round include the top round (or inside round), eye round and 

bottom round (or outside round).

Steamship- roasted whole and carved-shank frenched and aitch bone (pelvic) removed

http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/glossary/g/Inside-Round.htm


Beef Identification

Top (inside) round-inner thigh: most tender, suited for dry heat cooking (roasting whole, 

steaks, kabobs)

Bottom round (outside round)-Outer thigh: bottom round is tougher than the inside round 

so it’s better suited for braising and stewing yet it is nowhere near the quality of braises made 

from the chuck. 

● It is an economical cut, and a good choice to  run through a cubing machine and use for 

Swiss Steak and Chicken Fry Steak. Also good muscle to cure for pastrami.



Knuckle- (knee) tender, suited for dry heat (kabobs, steaks, roasts)

Beef Identification

Three sub-primal cuts from Outside Round

● Bottom round flat

● Eye round

● Heal-stewing, grind

Knuckle- (knee) tender, suited for dry heat (kabobs, steaks, roasts)



Inspection & Grading
Inspection

● Government inspection of all meats is mandatory. Required at various times during the 

process: at the slaughterhouse and again after butchering.

● Ensures animal is free from disease and meat is wholesome and fit for consumption.

Beef Grading

● The grade designation assigned to a carcass is determined by an evaluation of its sex 

characteristics, maturity, the quality of lean muscle, and marbling.

● Quality inspection is NOT mandatory. USDA developed certain grades and standards for 

meats. Costs associated in meat grading are absorbed in house by the individual meat 

packer, not the taxpayer, since the process is voluntary, thus passed on to the consumer.



Inspection & Grading
Eight Grades of Beef:

● Prime

● Choice

● Select

● Standard

● Commercial

● Utility

● Cutter

● Canner

No Roll- ungraded beef, usually falls in the select category. Economical because the 

packer did not pay to have it graded. Can be a good purchasing option.



Lecture: Day 2

1. Recap day 1

2. Quiz

3. Handouts: Equivalents & measurements 



Terminology 

MISE EN PLACE: Everything In Its Place

The preparation and assembly of ingredients, pans, utensils, and plates needed for 

a particular dish or service period. BEING PREPARED!!

● Not making multiple trips to the walk-in

● Be productive, plan ahead!

ALA MINUTE: At The Minute/Cooked To Order 

● Describes when a dish is not prepared until the order hits the kitchen.



Flavoring Agents
Aromatics and Building layers of flavor: Contribute subtle background flavor to stocks, 

soups, braises, can be a foundation for roasted items in which to build a pan sauce, ect

Mirepoix (p. 242): French name for the combination of onions, celery and carrots.

● Used to flavor variety of stocks and soups.

● Tomato paste or puree is often added to mirepoix for brown stocks for added color, 

flavor and acid component to balance richness.

Mirepoix Ratio:

50% Onion, 25% Celery, 25% Carrots (1#=8 oz onion, 4 oz each celery/carrot)



Flavoring Agents

Mirepoix characteristics

● Thoroughly rinse and trim vegetables. Do not use onion skins as they can 

make stock bitter and also a add undesirable yellowish/orange tint.

● Carrots can be used unpeeled, but must be scrubbed first. Some Chefs 

peel carrots, especially if not being strained and used in final dish.

● Cut all vegetables uniform size.

● When browning mirepoix, first roast or brown onions and carrots 

separately, then add celery due to its high water content.



Flavoring Agents
● Tomato pincage:(peen-sahj) Caramelized tomato product- added after celery and 

caramelized or browned for flavor

White Mirepoix

● Used to flavor white stocks and soups that should have a mild flavor and pale or 

white color

● Ratio: Equal parts onion, celery (or celery root), parsnip, leek

● For white stocks, mirepoix is cooked in small amount of fat, releasing it’s own juices, 

a process known as sweating. If pot is covered it is then called smothering.



Flavoring Agents

Matignon: (p. 243)- edible mirepoix

● Consists of ham, onion, celery, carrot (4 oz ham, 4 oz onion, 4 oz carrot, 2 oz 

celery)

● Mushrooms, and herbs can also be added

● Typically small or fine dice

● Can be used to garnish a dish

● Frequently the vegetables serve as a bed on which to cook meat, poultry, and fish 

dishes; or as a stuffing; but sometimes the Matignon is served as separate side dish 

in its own right.

● Can be used to garnish soup also



Flavoring Agents
Cajun trinity- (Holy Trinity)

The base for much of Louisiana Creole and Cajun dishes such as gumbo.

● Ratio 1#: 8 oz onion, 4 oz celery, 4 oz bell pepper

● Cajun cuisine: style of cooking named for the French-speaking Acadian or 

"Cajun" immigrants deported by the British from Acadia in Canada to the

Acadiana region of Louisiana

● Called a rustic cuisine — locally available ingredients predominate, and 

preparation is simple.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acadian
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acadia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canada
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acadiana
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louisiana
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_food


Flavoring Agents
The following aromatics are classical combinations used to support the flavors of a dish

● Very subtle, but add a necessary layer of flavor and aroma. 

Bouquet garni (p. 240)

● Small bundle of fresh herbs and vegetables tied together for easy removal during cooking

● 2 to 3 leek leaves, sprig of thyme, several parsley stems, bay leaf

● Optional: carrot and/or parsnip

● Tie with butcher twine, wrap all ingredients inside leeks

● For batches less than one gallon, add last 15-30 minutes of cooking

● For batches of several gallons or more, add final hour of cooking





Flavoring Agents

Sachet d'epice

● Parsley stems, thyme sprig, bay leaf, peppercorns, garlic clove

● Ingredients are wrapped and tied in cheesecloth, steeped in liquid

● Think of it as a tea bag infusing flavor

● If liquid is to be strained, ingredients of sachet can be added directly 

into liquid, also known as Loose Sachet.





Flavoring Agents

Oignon brulee-”Burnt Onion”

● Brulee= “Burnt” such as in creme brulee: “burnt cream”

● Usually a halved onion, providing flat surface in which to blacken

● Char the cut surface in a dry skillet

● Used to color and flavor dark stocks and consumes

Oignon piquer-”Pricked onion”

● Pricked or studded onion

● Whole peeled onion studded with whole cloves and bay leaf

● Classically used for bechamel, and in some cream soups



Stocks

Referred to collectively as Fond de Cuisine: 

“Foundations of Cooking”

FOND: “Foundation” or “Stock”



Stocks
● Sauces form the foundation of Western cuisine, and stocks form the foundation of most 

sauces. Making a stock is all about extracting flavors and aromas from bones, shells, 

vegetables and aromatics.

● Preparing good stock is the most basic of all cooking skills.

● Many chefs will vary their method, but the basic technique and fundamental are always 

the same

Scraps & Leftovers

A stockpot is not a garbage disposal, so scraps and leftovers have to be clean, wholesome 

and appropriate.



Stocks

Stock Pot

● Tall pot/thin base to create smaller surface area to minimize evaporation during simmering

● Pots with spigot at bottom is preferred so as to remove liquid easily without disturbing 

bones

Here at school we use steam jacketed kettles for large batches of stock

● A steam-jacketed kettle is similar to a double boiler and cooks large quantities of food by 

using steam heat. 

● It is designed with both an inner and outer steel wall that cooks the contents inside by 

releasing steam into the space between the walls.





Stocks
There are three primary fonds de cuisine in classic French cooking.

1. White stocks

2. Brown stocks

3. Fumet-usually smothered or sweating, fish is most common

● Bones, especially from younger animals, contain cartilage and connective tissue known as 

collagen, that break down into gelatin during cooking to give stock body.

● The more gelatin there is in the stock, the more body it will have. When chilled, a good stock 

should actually solidify.

Types of bones that are naturally high in cartilage include:

● So-called "knuckle bones" found in the large joints

● Bones of younger animals, which is why veal bones are so desirable



Stocks
● Most desirable bones are knuckle, back and neck

● Stocks are like sauces, almost never served by themselves, but are components of 

many other preparations.

● Bones should be cut into pieces (about 3 inches each piece), exposing more surface 

area and aids extraction.

Basic Proportion for 1 gallon Veal/Beef stock

8# bones

6 qts water

1# mirepoix

6 oz tomato paste (if brown stock)



White Stocks

White Stock (Fond Blanc)

● Basic ingredients: Bones, mirepoix, water, sachet d’epices

● Cooking Times: Beef: 8-10 hours         Veal: 6-8 hours

● Fond blanc is not as common in modern cuisine as brown stocks

● Think of fond blanc as a "flavourful liquid" to use in sauces, soups, risottos, etc.

● Fond blanc may be more useful because in applications when you don't want the stock to 

overwhelm the other flavors

● Beef or veal bones are used

● Veal bones have become much more expensive, but provide milder flavor and much more 

desirable mouthfeel.



White Stocks

White Stock (Fond Blanc) Procedure

1)  Rinse bones to remove blood and other impurities that can cloud the stock.

Some chefs will rinse and also blanch (for 30 mins) the bones before cooking to 

remove impurities, this just adds another step.

2)  Cover bones with several inches of cold water (for best flavor and clear stock)

3)  Bring to simmer, do not boil...Approx 180 degrees F

4)  Skim impurities during cooking process with ladle

5)  Add mirepoix and sachet in the last 1-2 hours of cooking to extract optimum aromatics 

and flavor

6)  Strain stock through cheesecloth and cool if not being used immediately



Brown Stocks
Brown Stock (Fond Brun)

● Basic ingredients: Bones, mirepoix, acid/tomato product, water, sachet d’epices

● Cooking times:   Veal 6-8 hours        Beef 8-10 hours

● Made by browning both the bones and mirepoix, addition of tomato paste/acid 

○ Acid Products (6 oz for 8-10# bones)

● Acidic products help to extract flavor and dissolve connective tissues from bones.

● Tomatoes contribute great flavor and acid to brown stocks, but they should be careful on 

amount because overuse may make the stocks cloudy.

● Wines are occasionally used. Its flavor contribution is probably more important than its acidity.

● No need to rinse bones before roasting

● Produces a very flavorful, robust stocks



Brown Stocks

Brown stocks can be made with many types of bones:

● Beef, veal, duck, squab, pork, chicken

● Adjust cooking times depending on type/size of bones



Brown Stocks
Brown Stock (Fond Brun) Procedure

1)  Roast bones in oven until evenly browned-approx 45 mins-1 hour

If bones are very lean, may need to add some vegetable oil to aid in roasting

2)  Remove bones and place in stockpot,

3)  Add onion and carrot to caramelize (remember celery has a lot of water)

4)  Add celery once onions/carrots caramelized

5)  Add tomato paste, brown to make pincage

6)  Remove mirepoix from pan and deglaze to remove fond from bottom of pan, add, fond to stock  

pot

7)  Reserve mirepoix, add later during  final few hours of cooking

8)  Add sachet final hour of cooking, continue to skim and degrease

9)  Strain through cheesecloth and cool if not being used



Brown Stocks

Beef stock vs. Veal stock

Classical in sauce making

● veal stock has a certain, distinct neutrality to it.

● more collagen is found in veal than in beef.

● because the bones are from a young animal they contain more collagen, 

which when it breaks down into gelatin gives the veal stock an unparalleled 

body you just can't get from older bones.           

● veal bones are much more expensive than beef bones



Chicken Stocks
Chicken Stock (Fond de Volaille)    say: Vou-lie

Basic ratio 1 gallon:

8# bones        1# mirepoix  

6 qt water        sachet

● Cooking time: 3-4 hours

Procedure

1)  Rinse bones under cold water. Bones may be blanched to purify stock as well.

2)  Add bones to stock pot, cover with COLD water and bring to simmer

3)  Simmer for several hours while skimming impurities

4)  Add mirepoix/sachet in final 1-2 hours of cooking

5)  Strain and cool immediately if not being used



Fish Stocks

Fish (Fond de Poisson)

● Cooking time: 30-45 minutes no longer or stock can become bitter

● Two types:  Fish stock Fish Fumet

● Use non-oily fish bones: halibut, cod, sole, halibut, flounder, or snapper

● Do not use oily fish such as: sardines, herring, anchovies, salmon, trout, or mackerel, they make 

for a heavy-tasting stock that will be cloudy and oily.

Fish Stock: Basic ratio for 1 gallon

1# White mirepoix 10-12# non-oily bones

5 qt. water sachet

If desired acid such as wine



Fish Stocks
Fish (Fond de Poisson) Procedure

1) Rinse bones to remove impurities

2)  Add bones, mirepoix, cold water and sachet

3)  Bring to simmer for 30-45 minutes

4)  Strain through cheesecloth and use or chill immediately

Shellfish stock: Shrimp, lobster or crab shells

Procedure:

1)  Saute shells in oil

2)  Add standard mirepoix, saute till tender

3)  Add tomato paste and pincage

4)  Add cold water (some deglaze with brandy) simmer 45 minutes



Fish Stocks

Fish Fumet:

● Ingredients: Oil, white mirepoix, mushrooms, bones, water, white wine, sachet

● Addition of:

○ sweating and/or smothering of ingredients

○ acid component such as wine

Procedure:

1)  Heat oil and sweat mirepoix and mushrooms

2)  Add bones and cover pot until bones are opaque: 10 mins

3)  Add wine, cold water and sachet. Simmer at 180 degrees F  30-45  minutes UNCOVERED

4)  Strain through cheesecloth and use or chill immediately



Vegetable Stocks
Vegetable Stock: Cooking time 45 min-1 hour

● Great way to save and use vegetable trimmings and scraps in the kitchen

● Make sure they are clean and somewhat fresh

● Apple and pear also impart a nice flavor/sweetness to vegetable stocks

Choose ingredients wisely: Brussels sprouts, asparagus, cauliflower, broccoli, fennel, and cabbage 

impart strong flavors.

● Beet and onion skins have a tendency to make broth bitter. This doesn’t mean you shouldn’t use 

them, but in most cases, you’ll want to avoid loading up your stock with them.

● Try to stay away from starchy vegetables (parsnip, potatoes, peas, corn, squash)

● Vegetables can be sauteed or roasted for complex flavors

● Stocks can be finished with fresh herbs



Special Stocks

Court Bouillon- “Short broth” Aromatic vegetable broth that includes 

acidic ingredient such as wine, lemon or vinegar.

● Most commonly used for poaching fish, shrimp for chilled shrimp, also used for 

poaching vegetables, eggs, sweetbreads, and delicate meats.

Basic ratio for 1 gallon:

5 qt water

8 oz wine or vinegar

4# standard mirepoix

Sachet d'epices

Procedure: Combine all ingredients in stockpot and simmer at 180 F for 1 

hour

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vegetable
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egg_%28food%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweetbread


Special Stocks
Dashi:

● Japanese stock, which becomes the base of many Japanese dishes, such as soup, 

dipping sauces, and nimono (simmered dishes).

● There are different kinds of dashi, regular and vegetarian.

● Japanese dashi is best used on the day it's made.

● Very common and popular use: Miso soup: dashi, miso, tofu, mushrooms, seaweed

● It can be made from:

○ kombu (dried kelp)

○ katsuo-bushi (dried bonito flakes)-dried, fermented, and smoked skipjack tuna

○ niboshi (dried small sardines)

○ hoshi-shiitake (dried shiitake mushrooms)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermented_fish
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smoked_fish
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skipjack_tuna


Stocks: Terms
Remouillage: “Rewetting” Reserving the simmered bones and mirepoix from a stock and 

simmering for a second time.  (May also hear the term “Wash”)

● Produces much weaker strength. Can be used as the liquid for a stock or as a broth. Or 

reduced to a glace.

Glace: (French for “glaze”) Highly reduced stock or remouillage. Becomes very thick 

(highly concentrated gelatin) and highly concentrated flavor.

● Stock that is reduced until its concentrated by ¾ or more, so stocks become solid and 

rubbery when chilled. 

● The glace is finished when the liquid has reduced by about three fourths and the glaze is 

thick and syrupy. When you stir it, the glaze should coat the back of a spoon.



Stocks: Terms

● Glaces do not taste like the stocks they once were because of long 

cooking time.

● Glaces will keep for several weeks or longer if properly stored. They can 

also be frozen.

○ In basic form, it's a way of making your own sauce base

○ Used as a base for sauces, can be reconstituted with water.

Glace de viande (vee-OND)    =   Meat glaze

Glace de volaille (vou-LYE)    =  Chicken glaze

Glace de poisson  (pwah-SON) =   Fish glaze



Stocks: Terms
Convenience Bases

● Convenience bases are widely used in the modern kitchen due to limited time and the reason of 

cost control.

● Bases are perishable products and need to be refrigerated. They are the best if they are 

composed mainly of meat extracts.

● Bases need to be diluted before using

● Be cautious as many bases rely on high-sodium ingredients for flavor

● Bases can be given a fresher, more natural taste by simmering the diluted or made-up products 

for a short time with some mirepoix, a sachet, and few bones or meat trimmings.

● Bases and stocks can be ideal supplements to each other if skill of taste and judgment are 

practiced well; otherwise, quality of cooking can detract.



Thickening Agents

Roux

● Roux is a cooked mixture of equal parts by weight of fat and flour.

● The school formula for roux is 40% fat and 60% flour by weight

● Roux is a classical thickening agent used to thicken sauces, soups and 

stews

● Imparts additional flavor component to dish, can add richness from fat and 

flavor from doneness of roux



Roux

● Cooking flour in fat inactivates an enzyme. If enzyme is not destroyed it 

will interfere with thickening ability

● Cooking flour changes flavor profile from raw  to various degrees 

depending on doneness of roux

● Cooking flour in fat also keeps the starch in flour from forming long strands 

or clumps when the roux is combined with liquid.

● Advantage of using roux is the starches do not break down as easily as 

compared to other thickeners



Roux

Flour:

Roux can be made with any type of wheat flour. Most desirable is all 

purpose (AP) due to it’s starch content and low cost.

Flour varies in starch to protein ratio

● Cake flour: high starch, low protein

● Bread flour: High protein, low starch content

● AP: right in the middle



Roux
Fats:

The cooking fats employed for making roux are as follows:

1.    Clarified butter is preferred for the finest sauces because of its flavor.

Whole butter may also be used When using whole butter for a roux, remember that it's about 15% water 

by weight, so the roux will need to be cooked slightly longer to achieve the same results. 

2.    Margarine is widely used in place of butter because of its lower cost.

3.    Animal fats, such as chicken fat, beef drippings, and lard, are used when their flavor is appropriate 

to the sauce.

4.    Vegetable oil and shortening can be used for roux but since they add no flavor from the fat, they 

are not preferred.



Roux

● A good roux is paste-like and is not runny or pourable. A roux that has too 

much fat and is too runny is called a slack roux.

● Excessive fat in your roux will be released into your sauce, making it greasy 

and forcing you to spend extra time skimming and de-fating. 

Roux Procedure: 

1. Heat fat over medium heat

2. Add flour 

3. Stir to combine, removing any lumps

4. Cook to desired doneness over medium heat



Roux

The Four Shades of Roux

There are four varieties of roux denoted by their colors:

1. White: barley colored or chalky

● cooked for about 5 minutes, just until the flour has lost its raw smell, 

but before any golden color or toasted aroma develops.

2.    Blond: golden straw color, slight nutty aroma

● cooked approximately 20 minutes to a light, golden-brown shade with 

an aroma resembling popcorn or toasted bread.



Roux
3. Brown: deep brown with strong nutty aroma

● cooked about 35 minutes until it reaches to a peanut butter-brown color.

4. Dark: dark brown with pronounced nutty flavor, chocolaty

● used primarily for flavor and not thickening power

● cooked approximately 45 minutes until it is the color of melted milk chocolate.

The longer a roux is cooked, the weaker the thickening power...

Brown and dark brown roux have more flavor, but less thickening power than 

white or blond roux. They are primarily used in Cajun and Creole dishes, most 

notably gumbo and jambalaya.

http://allrecipes.com/recipes/usa-regional-and-ethnic/cajun-and-creole/main.aspx
http://allrecipes.com/recipes/soups-stews-and-chili/gumbo/main.aspx
http://allrecipes.com/recipes/soups-stews-and-chili/jambalaya/main.aspx




Roux

Roux Can be Added in Three Ways:

1. Cool roux to hot liquid

2. Cool liquid to hot roux

3. Warm roux to liquid of same temp

● Once the roux is added into the liquid you wish to thicken, whisk vigorously to 

incorporate and bring sauce to a simmer.

● Roux thickened sauces or soups must be simmered to cook out any starchy taste 

created by the flour. During this simmering, it is a perfect time to skim off any scum 

or fat that rises to the top….we call this Depouillage



Roux

Depouillage: 

● Depouillage or cleaning of a sauce is the most important process in building a sauce.  

● Depouillage as it is applied to sauces, is the removal of all fat and impurities from the flour and 

stock in the sauce.

Procedure: Place the pot off center of burner, simmer and remove/skim impurities as they collect at one 

side of the pot

Depouillage Times to cook out roux

1. White: 0-30 minutes    

2. Blonde: 45min-1.5 hour   

3. Brown: 6-8 hour



Roux

Now what kind of ratio and proportions should you use when thickening 

with a roux? It’s as easy as 3,4,5 & 6. 

● 3 ounces of roux per quart of liquid will thicken a sauce to a thin or light consistency.

● 4 ounces of roux per quart = medium body sauce. 

● 5 ounces of roux per quart = thick sauce. 

● 6 ounces of roux per quart = heavy gravy.

Dry Roux:

·    Flour is sometimes browned dry in the oven for use in brown roux.

Used often in Cajun cooking, low fat option



Thickening Agents

Pure Starch Slurries: Mixture of pure starch and cold liquid (usually water) to use 

as thickening agent.

● Have a greater thickening power ounce per ounce compared to flour

● Do not require extended cooking time like roux

● Do not add flavor or color to diosh

● Will break down much more quickly than roux

● If not used right away, starch will settle out and fall to bottom, must be re-dispersed

● Ladle  directly into simmering sauce. Liquid must boil in order  to thicken and cook out 

starchy taste

● Easy to control thickening consistency 



Cornstarch & Arrowroot

Cornstarch: starch is the starch derived from corn

● It is usually included as an anti-caking agent in powdered sugar

● Translucent color, produces a sauce that is almost clear, with a glossy texture. 

Gels and weeps during cooling

● It does need to be cooked for a short period to remove any starchy flavor, as 

well as to give the mixture it is used in a chance to thicken

If the sauce you are thickening is acidic, you can substitute arrowroot for the 

cornstarch. Acid makes cornstarch less effective as a thickener. Tapioca starch 

is another good alternative.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-caking_agent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sugar
http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/glossary/g/Arrowroot.htm
http://culinaryarts.about.com/od/glossary/g/Arrowroot.htm


Cornstarch & Arrowroot

Arrowroot: is a starch obtained from the rootstock of several tropical plants.

● More translucent, is used like cornstarch, but it gives an even clearer sauce.

● Does NOT gel or weep when cooled

● Arrowroot thickens at a lower temperature than cornstarch, is not weakened by acidic 

ingredients, has a more neutral taste, and is not affected by freezing.

● It doesn't mix well with dairy, forming a slimy mixture.

● The mixture should be heated only until the mixture thickens and removed  immediately to 

prevent the mixture from thinning.

● Bakes well in cakes, cookies and biscuits made with milk.

● Used in sauces, gravies, pie fillings, and puddings.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhizome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornstarch


Beurre Manie

Beurre Manie: "Kneaded butter" in French.

● A mixture of equal parts soft, raw butter and flour kneaded together to form 

a  smooth paste.

● The butter completely encases each grain of flour.

● When the beurre manié is added to a sauce or stew, the butter melts, 

releasing the flour and promoting thickening. 

● Using beurre manié will eliminate clumping, since the flour is not added in 

a solid mass.



Beurre Manie

● Because beurre manié is not cooked before use, it can add an undesired 

raw, floury flavor. For this reason, the sauce or stew is always 

cooked after the addition of the beurre manié, to neutralize the flavor.

● It also tends to be used in small amounts, so that the flour does not 

become overwhelming in the dish it is used in.

● Beurre manie is a finishing agent for sauces. Whole butter gives rich flavor. 

Frequently, roux acts as the base of a sauce, rather than a later addition

● If you're short on roux or in a pinch,  you can make and add beurre manié 

quickly



Other Thickening Agents

Potato Starch: Translucent. More thickening power than cornstarch. 

● Potato starch is not potato flour.  Potato flour is dehydrated potatoes ground into powder 

and is much heavier and denser.  

● Potato starch is the result of an extraction process removing the starch only from the 

potato

● Potato starch has no gluten, very common in gluten free baking.

● Liquids thickened with potato starch should never be boiled or it will lose its power to 

thicken.

● Dissolve the potato starch in a little bit of cold water before adding it as a thickener so it 

will blend easily with other ingredients.



Other Thickening Agents

Tapioca Starch: Translucent. Slightly more powerful than cornstarch

● Useful in baking especially pies

● Also used in soups, fruit fillings, and glazes.

● In Asian cuisine it is almost as popular as cornstarch for use as a thickener 

in both sweet and savory dishes.

● Tapioca starch has no gluten, very common in gluten free baking.



Other Thickening Agents

Rice flour: Translucent, weak thickening power, freezes well

● Rice flour is a fine flour made from ground rice.

● Expensive

● Gluten free option- Rice flour is very commonly used in gluten free baked goods to 

give them structure and substance

Pregelatinized or Instant starches:The starches have been cooked, or 

gelatinized, then re dried.

● Flours: Wondra: all-purpose flour that has been pre-cooked at high heat in water, then 

dried out and milled back into a fine powder. Since the flour has already been cooked, 

that means that it will dissolve instantly, with no lumps.

http://bakingbites.com/tag/gluten-free/


Other Thickening Agents

Instant Starches:

Clear Gel: can be added to cold liquid and will thicken without heating

● Unlike ordinary corn starch, ClearJel works well with acidic 

ingredients, tolerates high temperatures, and doesn't cause pie 

fillings to "weep" during storage.



Other Thickening Agents

Bread crumbs and other crumbs: will thicken a liquid very quickly because 

they have already been cooked, like instant starches.

Agar Agar: Is a gelling agent made from a combination of algae from the 

species gelidium.

● Great to use as vegetarian option.

● In substituting agar for gelatin, remember that agar may not set when mixed with 

vinegar or foods high in acid, like spinach, chocolate, or rhubarb. 

● Agar gelled liquids will stay solid at room temperature, while gelatin will eventually 

melt.



Liaison
Mixture of egg yolks and cream used to finish and slightly thicken sauces/soups

● Adds: sheen, smoothness, body and flavor

● Basic formula: 8 oz cream to 3 egg yolks

● Egg yolks have the power to thicken a sauce slightly due to coagulation of egg proteins  when 

heated.

● Caution must be used when thickening with egg yolks because of the danger of curdling. This 

happens when the proteins coagulate too much and separate from the liquid.

● Egg yolks coagulate at 149 degrees F. Addition of cream raises coagulation point to 180 

degrees F

● Must temper before adding liaison to liquid: avoids drastic heat change and avoids curdling

● Add as close to service as possible



Leading Sauces

● Sauce making is an art

● Sauce creation has very classical and traditional roots

● Sauce making can also be very creative once the basic fundamentals 

are understood



Leading Sauces
● A sauce works like a seasoning.

● It enhances and accents the flavor of the food; it should not dominate or hide the food

● A sauce may be defined as a flavorful liquid, usually thickened, which is used to season, 

flavor, and enhance other foods.

A sauce adds the following qualities to foods:

1) Moistness

2) Flavor

3) Richness

4) Appearance (color and shine)

5) Interest and appetite appeal



Leading Sauces
Classically “5 Mother Sauces”

● The French mother sauces were originally three base sauces set forth by Marie-Antoine 

Carême (1784-1833) in the 19th century.

● Careme’s three original mother sauces were: Bechamel, Veloute and Espagnole

● Then in the 20th century, Chef Auguste Escoffier, continuing Careme’s work,  added 

the fourth fifth and final mother sauces: Hollandaise and Tomato

Secondary sauces, small sauces, sauce derivatives: are sauces created by using a 

mother sauce as the base. Each vary dependant on ingredients used and item to be served 

with.  Small sauces (p. 272)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Careme
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Escoffier


Espagnole

Espagnole:

● Traditional brown sauce made by bolstering a brown veal stock with 

additional roasted bones, mirepoix, tomato picage, and roux

Classically Served With: Roasted meats, especially beef, duck, veal, lamb

Ingredients: Bones, mirepoix, tomato paste, brown veal stock, brown roux, 

sachet



Espagnole

Procedure:

1) Roast additional bones or trim till brown

● Brown/roast mirepoix, add during final 1-2 hours of cooking

2)  Add tomato product-pincage

3)  Deglaze pan, remove fond with water, stock/or wine if desired

4)  Add brown stock

5)  Simmer 3-4 hours       

6)  Add sachet or bouquet garni

7)  Add brown roux if desired, or thicken with natural reduction

8)  Strain through cheesecloth





Demi Glace

Demi Glace: Classical demi glace is one part Espagnole and one part Brown Stock 

(usually veal stock), combined and reduced by half.

● However, modern day menus that list a “Demi-Glace” as their sauce are usually referring to a 

stock that has been reduced by at least half, or until it coats the back of a spoon (nappe). The 

gelatin contained in the stock itself is what thickens the sauce. No other thickening agent 

such as roux is used.

● Modern chefs prefer “full reduction” demi over a classical demi-glace because they have a 

much more intense flavor, and the classical thickening agent of a roux makes the sauce 

heavy and affects its taste.

Brown sauce: Can be a loose term. Must refer to either: Espagnole or Demi glace





Bechamel

Bechamel: Milk based French mother sauce.

● It is used as a simple base to make popular secondary sauces such as 

Sauce Mornay, Cheddar Cheese Sauce, or even a simple cream sauce.

● Classically Served With: Eggs, Fish, Steamed Poultry, Steamed 

Vegetables, Pastas, Veal

● Ingredients: Milk, onion pique, white roux, salt, white pepper, nutmeg



Bechamel

Bechamel Procedure

1. Start by making a white roux.

2. Add cold milk to the roux.

3. Whisk the roux and milk together and bring to a simmer.

4. Add onion pique, and place in simmering milk.

5. Simmer for about 30 minutes, and thin with milk if necessary.

6. Season with salt, white pepper and nutmeg to taste. The nutmeg should not be 

prevalent, but instead should add depth of flavor.

7. Finish by straining through a fine mesh chinois.





Veloute

Veloute: White Stock (Classically Veal, but Chicken and Fish Stock can also 

be used)

● French for “VELVET”

● Classically Served With: Eggs, Fish, Poultry, Steamed Vegetables, Pastas, Veal

● Thickening Agent: Classically a Blond Roux, but sometimes also a Liaison is used.

● Ingredients: Blond roux, aromatics if necessary, White Stock (Veal, Chicken, or 

Fish), sachet

http://www.stellaculinary.com/stock
http://www.stellaculinary.com/stock
http://www.stellaculinary.com/recipes/veal-stock-basic-recipe
http://www.stellaculinary.com/recipes/chicken-stock-basic-recipe
http://www.stellaculinary.com/recipes/fish-stock-basic-recipe
http://www.stellaculinary.com/blog/how-make-and-use-roux
http://www.stellaculinary.com/blog/how-make-and-use-liaison


Veloute
Veloute Procedure:

1. Sweat mirepoix/aromatics

2. Add roux to mirepoix and cook roux to a blonde stage.

3. Whisk in cold stock and and bring to a gentle simmer.

a. Add sachet

4. Allow to simmer for about 45 minutes to 1 hour. Finish by straining through a chinois 

or a strainer lined with cheesecloth.

5. Do not season your Veloute, it is always used as a foundation for other secondary 

sauces and small sauces, at which time you will season the sauce as a whole.





Hollandaise

Hollandaise

● Classically Served With: Eggs (Eggs Benedict), Vegetables (especially Asparagus), light 

poultry dishes, fish, Beef (Bearnaise Sauce)

● Base: Egg Yolks and Butter (Classically Clarified Butter) 

● Thickening Agent: Emulsification

● Reduction vinegar/shallots/peppercorns

● Acid such as vinegar reduction and/or lemon juice

○ provides water necessary for emulsion and effect on protein in yolks

Additional flavorings include cayenne or tabasco

General ratio: 1 egg yolk to 2-3 oz melted butter 

http://www.stellaculinary.com/podcasts/video/kp-1-clarified-butter
http://www.stellaculinary.com/blog/understanding-emulsions-and-how-they-work
http://www.stellaculinary.com/blog/understanding-emulsions-and-how-they-work


Hollandaise

An emulsion is a blending of fat and a water based liquid, whereby tiny 

droplets of the one are dispersed evenly into the other.

Clarified Butter: made by heating whole butter to remove milk solids and 

water, separate and remove. Allows for cooking at higher temperatures without 

browning, i.e sauteing



Hollandaise

● Make sure your acid reduction is cool before the egg yolks are added or they 

may curdle.

● Use a stainless steel, round bottom bowl. The round bottom will make it easier 

for you to beat the egg yolks evenly and the stainless steel will not react to the 

acid and discolor your hollandaise.

● Eggs start to curdle at around 160-170°F. The trick is to heat your egg yolks 

enough to get them thick, but stop right before they reach this temperature.

● Acid (usually in the form of lemon juice and/or vinegar) will help to keep your 

egg yolks from coagulating by raising the pH level. This allows the yolks to be 

cooked to about 195°F/90°C.



Hollandaise

● When adding your butter to the egg yolks, make sure that it is warm (about 

130°F) but not hot. If your clarified butter is too hot it will instantly curdle 

your egg yolks.

● Whenever making any type of emulsion, always add the fat or oil slowly at 

first, a couple drops at a time. If you add the butter too fast, then it will will 

cause your sauce to separate.

● Another common reason why hollandaise will break is the addition of too 

much fat. The standard ratio is 6 egg yolks to 1lb of clarified butter.

● Use pasteurized egg yolks to make your hollandaise safe from salmonella.



Hollandaise

Hollandaise Procedure

1. Place vinegar, shallots, and crushed peppercorns into a saucepan and reduce by 2/3. Remove 

from heat and add a tablespoon of water.

2. Strain and transfer reduction to a stainless-steel bowl.

3. Add egg yolks and beat over a simmering pot of water until the egg yolks become thick, pale and 

creamy. Think ribbon stage.

4. Once the egg yolks have reached the desired thickness, remove from heat. Using a ladle, slowly 

drizzle in the warm clarified butter, starting with just a few droplets first to get the emulsion going.

5. Continue streaming in the clarified butter until it is completely incorporated. If the hollandaise 

becomes too thick before all the butter is emulsified in, thin the hollandaise with a couple drops 

of warm water.



Hollandaise
● Finish by seasoning your hollandaise with salt, lemon juice and cayenne 

pepper/tabasco to taste. Add just enough cayenne/tabasco to help cut through the 

fat of the hollandaise and to add depth of flavor; your hollandaise should not be 

spicy.

● Adjust final consistency with a little bit of warm water to both lighten the sauce and 

give it better flow.

● Keep warm over a double boiler (bain-marie) until ready to serve. The best holding 

temperature is about 145°F. This temperature both discourages the growth of 

bacteria and is hot enough to keep the fat in your hollandaise from solidifying. 

● For both food safety and quality control, hollandaise should not be held any longer 

than two hours.



Hollandaise

How to Fix a Broken or Curdled Hollandaise

If your hollandaise breaks or curdles, it’s not the end of the world. Simply follow the steps 

below to salvage your sauce.

1. Pass through a chinois to strain out any curdled portions of the hollandaise.

2. Make sure to keep the whole strained portion of the sauce warm.

3. Add 2-3 yolks plus 1 tablespoon of warm water to a new stainless-steel bowl, cook 

to ribbon stage….. and whisk in (emulsify) your strained/broken hollandaise.



Tomato
Tomato: French Mother Sauce based on tomatoes. 

● This base can consist of fresh tomatoes cooked down into a liquid, canned tomatoes, tomato puree or even 

tomato paste.

Classically Served With: Pasta, Fish, Vegetables (Especially Grilled), Polenta, Veal, Poultry (Especially Chicken), 

Breads and Dumplings such as Gnocchi.

● Today’s tomato sauce is a very generic term used to describe any sauce based mainly on tomatoes and 

includes aromatics

● Base: Tomatoes/tomato products, white veal stock 

● Thickening Agent: Classically a blonde roux, modern versions commonly use a reduction or purees

● Classical Flavorings: Salt Pork, Mirepoix, Garlic, Salt & Pepper, Sugar (Just enough to balance acidity, not 

enough to make the sweetness perceptible).

http://www.stellaculinary.com/blog/how-make-and-use-roux


Tomato
Classical Tomato Sauce Procedure:

1. Render salt pork in butter.

2. Add mirepoix, and sweat 

3. Sprinkle the flour over the carrots and onions and cook to a blond roux.

4. Add raw tomatoes.  Roast with other ingredients until they start to soften and release some of their 

liquid.

5. Add white veal stock and a clove of crushed garlic.

6. Cover the pot with a lid, Bake in oven or simmer for 1.5-2 hours.

7. Classical recipe also calls for you to pass your finished sauce through a Tamis, but if you’re looking for 

a smooth tomato sauce, I would instead recommend that you first blend it in a blender, and then press 

it through a chinois.

8. Finish by seasoning it with salt, pepper, and a pinch of sugar.

9. Note on Sugar: The addition of sugar is used to balance the natural acidity of the tomatoes. 



Tomato

Modern Variations on Classical Sauce Tomato

The major difference between the classical version of sauce tomato and 

modern variations are:

(1) The Roux is omitted and instead of using fresh tomatoes, canned tomatoes  

and tomato puree are used

(2) Instead of using white veal stock, modern recipes call for the simmering of a 

roasted ham bone.



Tomato

● Another modern touch is the common use of aromatic fresh 

herbs including bay leaves, thyme, basil and oregano. 

○ Add these at your own discretion, at the end of the 

cooking process so that the flavor of the fresh herbs 

does not break down.



Recipe Conversion

What is a recipe? Written record of ingredients and 

preparation steps needed to make a particular dish

A recipe is a guideline!



Assessing a Recipe
1. First step is to read through the recipe. Tells many things:

● Equipment needed

● Cooking techniques required

● Total cooking time

● Recipe yield

2. Gather Mise en place-BE ORGANIZED!

● What is required for prep/fabrication before cooking

3. Accurate measurements of ingredients

….We will talk about this in a second

● Ingredients required

● Prep necessary before starting recipe

● Any changes or omissions you plan to make to 

recipe



Recipe
Standardized Recipe: Specific to an individual kitchen or establishment

Contains lots of information to produce: consistent product, eliminate waste, cost effective 

no matter who makes the recipe

Includes info such as:

● Total yield

● Portion sizes

● Equipment needed

● Special notes, serving practices

● Platting information

● Cooking temperatures and times

● Pictures



Weights and Measure
Ingredients are purchased and used according to three variations:

1. Count

2. Volume

3. Weight

1. Count: Measurement of whole item:

● Example: 2 garlic cloves, bunch of basil, 90 ct potatoes 

● The item has been processed, graded or packaged according to specific standards, such as count.

2. Volume: Measurement of space occupied by solid, liquid or gas

Examples: teaspoon, tablespoon, cup, gallon



Weights and Measure
3. Weight: measurement of mass or heaviness of a solid, liquid or gas

● Most accurate measurement in the kitchen

● Examples: ounce, pound, gram

Different types of scales

Spring

Balance beam

Electronic or digital: convert US to Metric

Volume is "fl. oz."

Weight is simply "oz"



Weights and Measure

● Every ingredient has a different density, therefore a cup of something will 

not always  weigh the same.

● A cup of lead pellets and a cup of feathers both occupy 8 fl. oz. of volume. 

However, the pellets will weigh a lot more than the feathers, and neither 

one will weigh 8 ounces on a scale.

● Best bet for accuracy is always to weigh, not guess



Equivalence

Equivalence Handout

● Important to learn and memorize equivalents

● Study the difference between the three measurements: 

○ Volume

○ Weight

○ Count



Conversion
● Almost every recipe you encounter will need to be converted, increased or decreased to 

accommodate your specific needs.

● May need to convert from US to Metric, or vise versa

Recipe Conversion Factor: (RCF)

● To adjust the yield of a recipe either more or less, you will need a conversion factor.

● Once you know this factor, you will multiply the ingredient amounts by it

May require

-Converting items originally listed as a count into weight or volume

-Rounding measurements into reasonable quantities

-Some cases require a judgement call, especially spices, seasonings and thickeners: i.e CAYENNE



Conversion

Desired Yield

____________ = Recipe Conversion Factor (RCF)

Original Yield

● Desired yield and original yield must be expressed in the same unit before you can use the 

formula

○ i.e: if original recipe lists yield in fluid ounces and you want to yield quarts, you will need to 

convert quarts into fluid ounces before you determine the conversion factor

● Recipe conversions will need to be adjusted, rounded up/down, and fine tuned, use your common 

sense.



Conversion
Example: Soup recipe calls for ten-8 oz portions

You want forty-6 oz portions

Desired Yield: 40 portions x 6 oz = 240 oz

Original Yield: 10 portions x 8 oz = 80 oz

240 oz Desired Yield = RCF 3

80 oz Original Yield

We now can multiply each ingredient by “3” to convert the recipe



Conversion
Always use correct equivalents after conversion

● i.e.: converted 2 tablespoons by 8 RCF = 16 tablespoons

○ you wouldn’t put 16 tbsp on recipe, you would write 1 cup

Why do we do this:

-Save time, simplify, eliminate mistakes

Always try to be as accurate as possible:

● Don't create a recipe that calls for 8 carrots fine dice, 3 zucchini julienne, 16 bell 

peppers, etc….won't be accurate, affects how much to order, proper yield



Conversions

Converting Volume measures to Weight:

● Can only do this if you know how much, say 1 cup, of 

the prepared item weighs

● There are various reference charts, but it’s always best 

to keep your own records as you gather info on 

products and items.



AP vs EP
AP: As Purchased how the item comes to you before any processing: i.e whole carrots, 

potatoes, onions, broccoli

EP: Edible Portion: after processing, trimming, waste, what is left is the usable or Edible 

Portion

● Most items, such as produce and meats, require a certain amount of trimming before 

utilization. In order to determine an accurate cost for these items, the trim loss must be 

taken into account.

● Determining this will give you a Yield Percentage. This percentage is very important 

when making purchasing decisions.



Yield Percentage

Formula to determine Yield Percentage:

EP Quantity = Yield Percentage

AP Quantity



Yield Percentage

Procedure:

1) Record the AP weight by recording from the invoice or weighing the item.

Example: 25 lb carrots 

2) Trim/prep item. Weigh the trim and subtract from AP weight to achieve the Edible Portion 

Quantity.

Example: 2.75 lbs trim loss (peels and carrot tops)

25 lb - 2.75 lb trim loss = 22.25 lb



Yield Percentage

3) Divide Edible Portion Quantity by As Purchased Quantity

Example:  22.25 lb. EP sliced carrots = 0.89

25 lb. AP carrots

To convert decimal point to a percent, multiply by 100

0.89 x 100 = 89% Yield



Yield Percentage

How do we use this yield percentage?

A. Calculating how much product to purchase/prep for a recipe that specifies EP quantity

Formula: Edible Portion Quantity = As Purchased Quantity

Yield Percentage

Example: A recipe calls for 15 lbs peeled potatoes (EP). We have records 

that

the Yield % for russet potatoes is 81%.

15 lbs = 18.5 lbs

0.81

We now know we need to order/prep a minimum of 18.5 lbs of potatoes for 

this



Yield Percentage
B. Determine how many portions can be obtained from a raw AP product, calculate Edible 

Portion Quantity

Formula: AP Quantity x Yield Percentage = EP Quantity

Example: I need to know how many 4 oz portions are in a 20 lb case of brussel sprouts. We know 

from our records that the Yield % for brussel sprouts is 74%.

1. Since my main goal is to find ounces, I will convert 20 pounds to ounces at this point:  20 lbs x 

16 oz = 320 oz.

2. 320 oz AP x 0.74 = 237 oz EP

3. Let’s find out how many 4 oz portions are available:

237 oz  = 59 ea.  4 oz servings

4 oz



Lecture Day 3

1. Recap day 2

2. Quiz

3. Handouts: Brigade System



Brigade System: History
Marie Antoine Careme- (1783 – 1833) the first most influential french chef, a man 

who's billed as the first celebrity chef, and through his cookbooks published in Paris, 

Careme grew famous.

● Early practitioner and of the elaborate style of cooking known as Haute cuisine 

(French: literally "high cooking", or Grande cuisine)

● He is credited with creating the standard chef's hat, the toque;

● He designed new sauces and dishes, he first published a classification of  sauces 

into groups, based on mother sauces.

● He made his fame in the early 19th century, cooking for royalty and the very rich.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toque_%28French%29#Culinary_use
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sauce#Sauces_in_French_cuisine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sauce#Sauces_in_French_cuisine


Brigade System: History
Auguste Escoffier: "King of chefs, chef of kings"  (1846-1935)

Birthplace: Villeneuve-Loubet, France

● Throughout his life he catered to royalty and established the kitchens of many fine hotels (The Savoy, 

Grand Hotel Monte Carlo, Hotel Ritz Paris, Grand Hotel Rome)

● Escoffier was the father of modern French cuisine and is universally recognized as the finest master chef 

of the 20th century.

Contributions to the culinary world include

-The à la Carte menu

-Further classification system for the "mother sauces",

-General departure from the pretentious culinary traditions of French cuisine.

-Created brigade system

-The lifetime count for Escoffier's invented recipes exceeds 10,000.

http://www.nndb.com/lists/845/000105530/
http://www.nndb.com/lists/445/000106127/




Brigade System: History
Larousse Gastronomique

● Considered by many the world’s greatest culinary encyclopedia.

● First published in 1938 and last revised in 1988, Larousse Gastronomique one of 

the culinary world's most familiar reference sources

Le Repertoire

● Basic reference to the cuisine of Escoffier

● Presents the fundamental elements of cookery: explanations of French culinary 

terms 

● Recipes for the great sauces

● And ingredients and preparations for appetizers, soups, egg and fish courses, 

entrees, salads, vegetables, and desserts.



Brigade System
Brigade system

● The brigade system was instituted by Escoffier to streamline and simplify work in 

hotel kitchens.

● It served to eliminate the chaos and duplication of effort that could result when 

workers did not have clear-cut responsibilities.

● Under this system, each position has a station and defined responsibilities.

● In smaller operations, the classic system is generally abbreviated and 

responsibilities are organized so as to make the best use of workspace and 

talents. 



Brigade System
BRIGADE HANDOUT

The chef is responsible for all kitchen operations, including ordering, supervision of all stations, and 

development of menu items. He or she also may be known as the chef de cuisine or executive chef.

The sous chef is second in command, answers to the chef, may be responsible for scheduling, fills in for 

the chef, assists the station chefs (or line cooks) as necessary. Small operations may not have a sous.

The sauté chef (saucier) is responsible for all sautéed items and their sauces. This position is often 

considered the most demanding, responsible, and glamorous on the line.

The fish chef (poissonnier) is responsible for fish items, often including fish butchering, and their sauces. 

This position is sometimes combined with the saucier position.



Brigade System
The roast chef (rôtisseur) is responsible for all roasted foods and related jus or other sauces.

The grill chef (grillardin) is responsible for all grilled foods. This position may be combined with that of 

rôtisseur.

The fry chef (friturier) is responsible for all fried foods. This position may be combined with the rôtisseur 

position.

The vegetable chef (entremetier) is responsible for hot appetizers and frequently has responsibility for 

soups, vegetables, and pastas and other starches. This station may also be responsible for egg dishes.

(In a full, traditional brigade system, soups are prepared by the soup station or potager, vegetables 

by the legumier.)



Brigade System
The cold-foods chef (garde-manger), also known as the pantry chef, is responsible for preparation of 

cold foods, including salads, cold appetizers, pâtés, and the like. This is considered a separate category of 

kitchen work.

The butcher (boucher) is responsible for butchering meats, poultry, and, occasionally, fish. The boucher 

may also be responsible for breading meat and fish items.

The pastry chef (pâtissier) is responsible for baked items, pastries, and desserts. The pastry chef 

frequently supervises a separate kitchen area or a separate shop in larger operations. 

● This position may be further broken down into the following areas of specialization:

confiseur (prepares candies, petits fours)      boulanger (prepares unsweetened doughs, as for breads)       

glacier (prepares frozen and cold desserts)     décorateur (prepares showpieces and special cakes)



Brigade System
The roundsman (tournant) or swing cook works as needed throughout the kitchen.

The expediter or announcer (aboyeur) accepts orders from the dining room and relays them to 

the various station chefs. This individual is the last person to see the plate before it leaves the 

kitchen. In some operations, this may be either the chef or sous chef.

The communard prepares the meal served to staff at some point during the shift (also called the 

family meal).

The commis, or apprentice, works under a station chef to learn how the station operates and its 

responsibilities.



Change in Foods

● The way we grow, produce and purchase food products had changed and 

continues to change

● Important to be knowledgeable and educated about where your food is 

coming from and how it is produced.

● Our customers are much more educated that they used to be. They are 

more involved and interested in what they are eating.

● In this electronic age, information is so readily available, social media, etc

● Access to farmers at markets, local and organic products are much more 

readily available.



Change in Foods

● There is much more exposure to our industry than before, television, Chefs 

are celebrities/rockstars.

● Customers are familiar with cooking techniques, methods, terminology

● Many more choices for dining makes the consumer more knowledgeable 

about foods and cuisines

● Specifically, here in the NW, and especially the Willamette Valley, we have 

so many resources at our fingertips to use as Chefs, and our consumers 

know this AND EXPECT IT



Conventional Agriculture

Agriculture: is the system involving cultivating the soil, producing crops and 

raising livestock. Several options a farmer can approach this system:

Conventional Agriculture:

● Mechanization

● Synthetic inputs such as chemical fertilizers and pesticides

● Maximizing productivity and profitability

● Products produced from conventional agriculture are typically the most cost 

effective but not necessarily the best quality



Organic Agriculture

Organic Agriculture:

● Organic agriculture, simply aims to do no harm to the Earth

● Utilizes renewable resources and biological cycles such as 

composting

-not genetically modified

-no synthetic pesticides, herbicides or fertilizers

-more compassions for animal welfare

-can see a higher cost associated with organic agriculture



Biodynamic Agriculture

Biodynamic Agriculture:

● The farm should function as a self-contained ecosystem, with no inputs from the 

outside.

● The goal of biodynamic agriculture is to actively heal — to make the soil even 

healthier than it was when you began.

● Biodynamics is a spiritual-ethical-ecological approach to agriculture, food production 

and nutrition.

Biodynamic farmers strive to create a diversified, balanced farm ecosystem that 

generates health and fertility as much as possible from within the farm itself. 



Biodynamic Agriculture

Biodynamic Agriculture cont.

● Preparations made from fermented manure, minerals and herbs are used to help 

restore and harmonize the vital life forces of the farm and to enhance the nutrition, 

quality and flavor of the food being raised.

● Biodynamics is not just a holistic agricultural system but more of a movement for 

new thinking and practices in all aspects of life connected to food and agriculture.

● The use of a sowing and planting calendar.

We are starting to see more biodynamic farming in Oregon, especially in the wine 

industry



Sustainability
Sustainability: In the world of food, healthy ways of raising, growing, and harvesting food and 

ensuring the land can support both the grower and the crop into the future.

● Sustainability is meant to support and improve the community

● Solar power

● Recycling

● Composting

● Fryer oil into biofuel

Buying locally:

● again, supports community

● know where your food comes from, doesn’t travel from other countries

● create relationships with growers, can grow certain items for restaurants

● raises awareness of seasonality



Trends and how they affect us
Trends vs. Fads- Why is it important to pay attention to trends?

● Trends generally have identifiable and explainable rises, driven by consumers’ 

functional needs and consistent with other consumer lifestyle trends. Trends 

last, evolve and transcend generations

● Fads are driven by hype and idealistic product perceptions. The benefits are 

usually found to be ill-conceived, and don’t deliver what was promised to 

consumers. Fads usually burn out quickly as people become tired of them 

or find out they don’t deliver as promised.



Trends and how they affect us

Examples:

● Fad: Low carb diets are the perfect illustration of the difference between fad 

and trend. Healthy eating has been important to a certain part of the population 

for a long time, but low-carb diets were fads within that trend.

○ The fad soon burned out as those consumers realized that low carb diets 

were hard to sustain.

● Fad: Blackening/Cajun Cuisine: Back in the 90’s, you had to have a 

blackened chicken breast, salmon or just about  anything on your menu.



Trends and how they affect us

Trend: Gluten Free: Most gluten-free products were originally designed for 

sufferers of celiac disease. Sales have been rising steadily since 2006 and are 

expected to surpass $5 billion by 2018.

Trend: Children’s Nutrition: At the forefront of discussion and will continue to be. 

Families go out to eat and account for a large customer base. What does your “Kids 

menu” look like?

Trend: Locally Sourced Meats and Produce: Your customers expect it, especially 

more in certain regions around the country.



Current Trends
Modern cuisine

● Started behind the concept of molecular gastronomy and revisiting old 

techniques such as sous vide (under vacuum) low temperature cooking under 

pressure.

● Sous Vide Benefits: Juiciness, increased yield, consistency, enhanced 

flavor, uniform shape, texture modification.

● It is more of a movement, encapsulating the next generation of chefs Whole 

generation of chefs looking to explore new possibilities in the kitchen.



Current Trends

● Molecular gastronomy-Understanding the Science of Food

● The concepts of spherification, gelification, and emulsification

● By breaking down what food is and what it is really made of, we can gain a 

new understanding of food — which will in turn help us ask new questions, 

try new things and prepare for the future.”



Soups

● Most soups start with a base of a stock or broth.

○ Broth: more flavor than stock, can be a fortified stock

● Great way to utilize product, odd amounts, trim

● Always use quality ingredients

● Season carefully

● Always add ingredients in order of cooking time



Consomme
Perfectly clear and clarified broth that is rich in flavor and garnished with internal 

ingredient(s). There are hundreds of classical garnishes for consumes

● High quality fresh stock, as it will make or break a good consume

● Musty clarify stock: remove all impurities and add additional flavor to stock:

Ingredients

quality stock

lean ground meat

mirepoix and/or other aromatics (leeks, mushrooms, herbs)

egg whites

acid component such as tomatoes





Consomme
Basic Ratio: Yield 1 gallon: 1# mirepoix,  3# meat,  12 egg whites,  6 qt stock

Procedure

1)  Grind meat and mirepoix together. mix with egg whites and chill (if possible overnight) 

2)  Add acid component to meat right before cooking

3)  Add meat clarification to cold stock, stirring frequently and heat to 125-130 degrees F

4)  STOP STIRRING at this point

5)  Raft will form, slow simmer DO NOT BREAK RAFT

6)  Create a vent in the raft, allow steam and pressure to escape

7)  Baste raft to not let dry out and infuse flavor into consume

8)  Typically simmer for 1-1.5 hours

9)  Carefully strain consume-fine mesh sieve or coffee filter



Hearty Broths

Hearty Broths

● Based on a clear broth or stock that has texture, flavor and body from the 

addition of:

-Vegetables

-Meat

-Beans

-Pasta/rice

● French onion soup is a classical example of a hearty broth. Beef barley is 

another.



Hearty Broths
Procedure

1) Sweat aromatics

2)  Add stock/broth/juice

3)  Additional ingredients are added according to cooking time

i.e.: tough meats added early

tender meats added later

4) Some ingredients are cooked separately and added near the end of the

cooking process such as beans, pasta, etc.

5)  Taste soup and adjust seasoning, garnish with fresh herbs if desired



Cream Soups
Cream soups are classically a soup with a bechamel base and finished with 

cream, OR, a Veloute finished with a liaison.

● Today a cream soup is a much more loose term designating a soup finished with 

cream

● Thickeners can be: roux or natural by puree.

Examples include:

Cream of broccoli

Cream of mushroom

Chowder: thick rich chunky soup, typically associated with seafood but can now be 

anything such as corn chowder or vegetable chowder



Puree Soups

● Slightly thicker than cream soups and coarser texture

● Can be vegetables, potatoes or starchy vegetables (pumpkin, 

parsnip) but usually include legumes

● Based on legumes: split pea, lentil, great northern, black bean, 

navy

● Legume soups usually have rendered salt pork, ham or bacon

● The body of the soup is achieved by the puree

○ puree with blender, or immersion blender (stick blender)



Bisque

Traditional bisques are based on crustacean such as 

shrimp, lobster or crayfish.

● Thickened with rice, rice flour or potatoes

● Usually include acid component such as tomato and wine or brandy which 

helps to balance the richness

● Shells and all ingredients cooked together,  pulverized and strained to 

extract maximum flavor

● Modern bisques are thickened with roux or rely on a puree for thickener



Bisque

Bisque Procedure

1. Sear cleaned shells in fat, remove

2. Add mirepoix or aromatics and sweat

3. Add tomato paste and pincage

4. Deglaze with brandy/wine

5. Add roux if using

6. Add liquid: seafood stock, fumet, veloute)

7. Simmer 45 mins to 1 hour

8. Puree all ingredients

9. Strain cheesecloth

10. Season and finish with cream



Intro to Equipment
A. Hand tools- p. 52

B. Refrigerator- p.65

● Walk-in

● Reach-in

● Refrigerated drawers

● Portable refrigeration

● Display refrigeration

C.  Cooking equipment-p.64

D. Pots and pans- p. 58



Vegetable Cookery

● Green vegetables are green due to chlorophyll

○ chlorophyll is destroyed by heat and acids (i.e. vinegar, lemon juice).

● Al dente: cooking vegetables, it literally means to the tooth. Al dente 

generally implies firm but not mushy.





Cooking Methods for Vegetables

Boiled: always salt your water, enhances flavor of vegetable, helps water to boil faster

● Can use strainers, spoons, skimmer to remove

● If boiling vegetables, must serve immediately

Blanching: Food that is”blanched” is immersed in boiling water for a few minutes, 

then removed and plunged in ice-cold water (“shocked”) to stop the cooking process. 

Think of it as par-cooked.

● One reason we blanch green vegetables is to preserve their vibrant color

● The other reason we blanch and shock is to control the vegetable’s texture



Cooking Methods for Vegetables

Steaming: direct contact with steam

● Generally perceived to have more nutritional value than boiled

● Can use flavorful stock, broth or liquid in addition to water for steaming

● Aromatics can also be added to steaming water

● Can use perforated pan over boiling water with lid, or commercial 

convection steamer



Cooking Methods for Vegetables

Grilling:

● Produces a rich, bold and smoky flavored product

● High moisture or tender vegetables can be grilled from raw state

● Dense or starchy vegetables may need to be blanched first (carrots, sweet potatoes, 

beets)

● Brushing vegetables lightly with a fat, usually a neutral oil will help facilitate an even 

cooking

● Can also marinate vegetables

● Placing vegetables on soaked wooden skewers can aid in even and consistent cooking

● Distinct grill marks should be present



Cooking Methods for Vegetables

Roasting and Baking

● Can be roasted/ baked whole or cut and fabricated and seasoned

● Thick skinned such as eggplant and squash can be roasted for a puree

● Roasting will intensify the flavor or vegetables by removing moisture

● For even roasting, vegetables should be tossed in a fat or marinade

● Can add aromatics/spices before roasting

● Finish with fresh herbs, cheese or even a sauce



Cooking Methods for Vegetables

Sauteing/Stir-fry

● Vegetables must all be cut uniformly

● Add vegetables according to cooking time during process

● Some vegetables may need to be blanched before sauteeing (i.e broccoli)

● High heat/low fat

● Can be used for ala minute preparations such as working on a line, filling a 

buffet line, banquet work



Cooking Methods for Vegetables

Pan Fried/Deep Fried

● Can be chosen for different of preparations: appetizers, side dishes,  garnishes, and entrees

○ Coating can be a breading of some sort

○ Batter such as tempura, beer batter is also used

○ Remember to serve right away, fried food doesn't hold well and can become soggy from moisture 

inside product

○ Remember, do not cover fried food, will become soggy

Fried onions

Fried mushrooms

Fried zucchini

Fried herbs

Fried eggplant



Cooking Methods for Vegetables

Braised or stewed

● Stewed or braised vegetables literally cook in their own juices

● Stew: vegetables are cut into smaller pieces

● Braise: vegetables generally cut into larger pieces

● Can be thickened naturally by reduction or with a thickener

Braised cabbage Braised fennel

Braised greens Ratatouille



Starch Cookery
Rice

● White rice has the husk and bran removed, diminishing its nutritional content

● Brown rice has just the husk removed, so it has more fiber and nutrition

● Converted rice is boiled or steamed before it is processed, which forces some vitamins and 

minerals into the kernel from the bran. Converted rice is higher in nutrients than white rice.

● Wild rice is not a grain, but a seed of a grass native to North America.

There are two types of starch in rice: amylose and amylopectin.

● Amylose is a long, straight starch molecule that does not gelatinize during cooking

● Amylopectin is a highly branched molecule that makes the rice sticky when it's released 

from the grain during cooking.

http://busycooks.about.com/od/startwithseries/a/wildrice.htm




Rice 
3 Main types of Rice

Long grain is a classification for rice that is at least three times as long as it is wide.

Long grain white rice has the most amylose and the least amylopectin, so it tends to be the 

fluffiest and least sticky

Medium grain rice is less than three times as long as it is wide

Medium grain rice has more amylopectin

Short grain rice is less than twice as long as it is wide.

Short grain rice has even more amylopectin and little to no amylose, so it's used most often for 

Asian cooking, when you want grains to be sticky so they are easier to eat with chopsticks



Rice Cooking Methods
Once rice starts cooking, LEAVE  ALONE, DO NOT STIR (EXCEPT FOR RISOTTO)

Pilaf Method: consists of heating and coating the rice in a pan with fat, helps keep the grains separate and 

generally results in a less sticky product.

-use long grain rice

-can be just the rice and cooking liquid

-can be a hearty dish to include vegetables, aromatics, meat, fish

Procedure

1. sweat any aromatics in fat

2. add rice to fat, saute and coat all grains of rice

3. add cooking liquid, bring to boil

4. cover and simmer on stove top or place in oven



Rice Cooking Methods
Risotto Method: rich creamy dish using arborio rice, which is a short grain

-this cooking method releases the starch from arborio, very creamy  dish

-Typically includes internal ingredients such as vegetables, meats, seafood, to be served as a main 

course

Procedure

1. saute onions and garlic in butter

2. add arborio, toss to coat grains in fat

3. add white wine for acid to balance richness

4. Add hot, simmering liquid in three parts, cooking each until it is

absorbed

5. finish with cream, cheese, garnish, herbs, seasoning

6. risotto should be al dente, not mushy



Rice Cooking Methods

Steamed Method: Rinse grains: Long-grain white rice is rinsed before cooking 

to remove excess starch. Removing the starch makes the rice cook more 

evenly and it makes the cooked rice less sticky.

● Rinse until liquid is clear and no longer cloudy

● Place rice and cold water in pan,

● Pot/pan: bring to boil, cover and steam till done

Rice Cookers: Becoming more common in food service operations due to 

consistency of rice cookery



Rice Cooking Methods

Rice Cooking Ratios: (p. 1162)

Risotto 3:1                  Short grain white 1:1

Jasmine: 1:1 ½          Converted: 1:2      

Brown: 1: 2 ½ -3      Wild 1:4



Potatoes
Potato varieties differ in starch and moisture content, skin and flesh color, and shape.

Types of potatoes:

Low Moisture/High Starch: Idaho, russet (bakers) purple and fingerling

Higher starch content=drier more granular final product

Best uses: Baking, frying, pureeing, casserole/scalloped potato dishes

Moderate Moisture and Starch: US #1 potato, red skinned, yukon gold

Hold shape after cooking

Best uses: Boiling, steaming, sauteing, oven roasting, addition to braises and     

stews



Potatoes
High Moisture/Low starch: Include New potatoes: Very young potato, tender skin, naturally sweet

Best Uses: Boiling, steaming, oven roasting

● Avoid and remove green spots, toxin called solanine. Toxic in large amounts: Symptoms of 

solanine poisoning include diarrhea and vomiting.

● One of the triggers for solanine to develop in a potato is exposure to light, especially fluorescent 

light. Therefore, it's always best to store potatoes in a dark place, preferably between 50°F and 

65°F

● Same toxin present in sprouts and eyes on potatoes

● Potatoes oxidize, always store in cold water

● Cooking process: Always start potatoes in cold liquid for even cooking. Can add salt for flavor



Potato Cooking Methods

Boiling Potatoes:

● Use moderate or high moisture potatoes if desired outcome is for whole 

potato: they will hold their shape

● Low moisture potatoes are best for purees

● Potatoes for boiling must all be uniform, same size for even cooking

● Tender skinned potatoes are usually cooked in skin: i.e fingerling potatoes

Steaming: similar method to boiling



Potato Cooking Methods

Pureeing Potatoes:
● Low to moderate moisture are best: russet, yukon gold

● Cook by boiling, steaming or baking

● Usually combined with a fat such as egg yolks, cream, butter or milk

● Can be used for many preparations:

-Whipped potatoes

-With egg yolks for duchesse (piped and baked)

-Potato croquettes: egg yolks, breaded and fried

-Add pate choux for Lorette: deep fried

● Food mill or potato ricer produces the best texture and will not make them starchy or gluey

● Food processor or blender will make them starchy and gluey from overworking the starches







Potato Cooking Methods

Baking or Roasting Potatoes:

● High starch such as russet become light and fluffy from baking

● The higher moisture content potatoes become creamier and stay moist

● Always coat potato in a fat: butter, oil. Even cooking, crispy skin

● Leave skin on

-Baked potato

-Roasted, cut potatoes: herbs

-Twice baked potatoes

Do not wrap potato or microwave: end up steaming potato. Skin will not crisp and interior 

will not be fluffy



Potato Cooking Methods

Casserole Type Potatoes: usually baked in cream or custard

● Low moisture/high starch produce best results. They absorb liquid and hold 

shape

● Typically use a mandoline to cut potatoes, evenly sliced and sized

● Au gratin-coated with cheese or crust and browned from above

● Dauphinoise: thinly sliced and layered potatoes and cream, cooked in a buttered 

dish rubbed with garlic

● Potato tart: royale custard, potatoes, cooked, set, cut



Potato Cooking Methods

Sauteed Potatoes:

● Moderate moisture potatoes are best for texture and appearance

● Crisp exterior and tender, moist interior

○ Think of best hashbrowns you have had

● Should have rich flavor from browning in fat

● Can be cooked from raw or par-cooked

-Home fries

-Hash browns

-Lyonnaise potatoes: with onions, butter and parsley



Potato Cooking Methods
Deep Frying Potatoes:

● Low moisture potatoes work best

● Important to blanch potatoes in fat first:

○ Will not cook thoroughly in a 375 fryer cooked from raw state

○ 275-300 degrees from raw state until tender and translucent

○ Drain and hold for service

○ Fry at 375 to achieve crispy exterior

● Rinsing potatoes several times removes excess starch to prevent from sticking together. i.e matchstick 

potatoes

● Potatoes for nests or cakes should not be rinsed or they will not stick together

● Look for even brown coating, they will often float when done as well

● Serve immediately to preserve crispiness



Legumes and Grains

Legumes are dried foods that must be properly rehydrated by cooking or 

soaking first.

● Inspect before cooking, watch for stones or moldy beans

● Soaking softens the outer skin of legumes and some grains and ensures even and more rapid 

cooking. But you DON”T have to soak

● Soaking also causes certain non digestible sugars to be leached out. Certain nutrients and color are 

also leached out.

○ Try to use the soaking liquid to preserve flavor and color

○ You can use the soaking water to cook the soaked legumes in

● Lentils, split peas and black-eyed peas do not need to be soaked: THIN SKINNED



Legumes and Grains

ADDING SALT OR ACID ADDED TOO EARLY WILL TOUGHEN SKIN 

DURING THE COOKING PROCESS

● Want to salt beans ¾ of the way through the cooking process, before this 

can cause the beans to cook unevenly and harden.

● Hardness of water can also affect how beans cook.

● but if you add acid -- tomatoes, vinegar, citrus -- you do have a situation. 

Those beans will harden.



Final Exam
Thursday, September 26th: Written final 9:30 am

**Bring calculator

● Continuation in the Culinary Program will depend on your score on this exam. 

● Students will be ranked in order by adjusted test score, with the top 21 students continuing 

into the program. 

● Fully admitted CA students will receive +5%, and waitlisted CA Students will receive +3% 

adjustments on final test score.

● OSU Nutrition and Food Service Systems Majors must score a minimum of 80% on this test.


